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Introduction

We propose a simple arithmetic to compute with equidistant and 
non-equidistant linguistic labels, operations with labels, normlization 
and quasi-normalization of qualitative masses.

We extend (BCRs) developed in 2006 from quantitative to 
qualitative Belief Conditioning Rules (QBCR)

We introduce the notion of Dedekind’s lattice (hyper-power set). 

Purpose: Given a prior qualitative mass of belief qm(.) 
and a conditioning event A, compute the posterior belief 
mass qm(.|A)

We justify the introduction of Belief Conditioning Rules (BCRs).

Simple examples will show how two QBCRs work.
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Hyper-power set and quantitative belief mass
Frame of the problem

Hyper-power set (Dedekind’s lattice)
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Abstract – This paper presents in detail the generalized pig-

nistic transformation (GPT) succinctly developed in the Dezert-

Smarandache Theory (DSmT) framework as a tool for decision

process. The GPT allows to provide a subjective probability mea-

sure from any generalized basic belief assignment given by any

corpus of evidence. We mainly focus our presentation on the 3D

case and provide the complete result obtained by the GPT and its

validation drawn from the probability theory.

Keywords: Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT), Dempster-

Shafer Theory,pignistic transformation, subjective probability,

pignistic probability, plausible and paradoxical reasoning, DSm

cardinality, hybrid model, data fusion, decision-making, conflict,

processing.

1 Introduction

In the recent theory of plausible and paradoxical reason-

ing (DSmT) developed by Dezert and Smarandache [2, 10],

a new generalized pignistic transformation has been pro-

posed to construct a subjective probability measure P{.}
from any generalized basic belief assignmentm(.) defined
over the hyper-power set D!. In reference [2], a simple

example of such generalized pignistic transformation has

been presented only for the case n = |!| = 2. In this
paper, we present the complete derivation of this pignistic

transformation for the case n = |!| = 3 and we generalize
the result. Before introducing the GPT, it is however nec-

essary to briefly present the DSmT [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10] with

respect to the Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) [9].

2 Foundations of the DST and DSmT

2.1 The DST and the Shafer’s model

The Shafer’s model, denoted here M0(!), on which is
based the Dempster-Shafer Theory, assumes an exhaustive

and exclusive frame of discernment of the problem under

consideration ! = {!1, !2, . . . , !n}. The model requires
actually that an ultimate refinement of the problem is pos-

sible so that !i can always be well precisely defined/iden-

tified in such a way that we are sure that they are exclu-

sive and exhaustive. From this model, a basic belief as-

signment (bba) mi(.) : 2! ! [0, 1] such that mi(") = 0

!Partial support by the COST action 274 TARSKI acknowl-

edged.

and
!

A!2! mi(A) = 1 associated to a given body of evi-
dence Bi is defined, where 2! is the power set of!, i.e. the
set of all subsets of !. Within DST, the fusion (combina-
tion) of two independent sources of evidence B1 and B2 is

obtained through the Dempster’s rule of combination [9] :

[m1 # m2](") = 0 and $B %= " & 2!:

[m1 # m2](B) =

!

X"Y =B m1(X)m2(Y )

1 '
!

X"Y =# m1(X)m2(Y )
(1)

The notation
!

X"Y =B represents the sum over all

X, Y & 2! such that X ( Y = B. The Dempster’s sum
m(.) ! [m1#m2](.) is considered as a basic belief assign-
ment if and only if the denominator in equation (1) is non-

zero. The term k12 !
!

X"Y =# m1(X)m2(Y ) is called
degree of conflict between the sources B1 and B2. When

k12 = 1, the Dempster’s sum m(.) does not exist and the
bodies of evidences B1 and B2 are said to be in full con-

tradiction. This rule of combination can be extended eas-

ily for the combination of n > 2 independent sources of
evidence. The DST, although very attractive because of its

solid mathematical ground, presents however several weak-

nesses and limitations because of the Shafer’s model itself

(which does not necessary hold in some fusion problems in-

volving continuous and ill-defined concepts), the justifica-

tion of the Dempster’s rule of combination frequently sub-

ject to criticisms, but mainly because of counter-intuitive

results given by the Dempster’s rule when the conflict be-

tween sources becomes important. Several classes of infi-

nite counter-examples to the Dempster’s rule can be found

in [13]. To overcome these limitations, Jean Dezert and

Florentin Smarandache propose a new mathematical theory

based on other models (free or hybrid DSm models) with

new reliable rules of combinations able to deal with any

kind of sources ( imprecises, uncertain and paradoxist, i.e.

highly conflicting). This is presented in next subsections.

2.2 The DSmT based on the free DSmModel

The foundations of the DSmT (Dezert-Smarandache The-

ory) is to abandon the Shafer’s model (i.e. the exclusivity

constraint between !i of !) just because for some fusion
problems it is impossible to define/characterize the problem

in terms of well-defined/precise and exclusive elements.

The free DSm model, denotedMf (!), on which is based

Finite set of exhaustive elements 
(discrete/continuous/fuzzy/relative concepts)

• Exclusivity constraints: when some conjunctions of elements of! are truly impossible, for example when !i! . . .!

!k
M
" #.

• Non-existential constraints: when some disjunctions of elements of ! are truly impossible, for example when

!i $ . . .$ !k
M
" #. The degenerated hybrid DSm modelM!, defined by constraint according to the total ignorance:

It ! !1 $ !2 $ . . . $ !n
M
" #, is excluded from consideration, because it is meaningless.

• Hybrid constraints: like for example (!i ! !j)$ !k
M
" # and any other hybrid proposition/element ofD! involving

both ! and $ operators such that at least one element !k is subset of the constrained proposition.

The introduction of a given integrity constraint A
M
" # % D! implies the set of inner constraints B

M
" # for all B & A.

The introduction of two integrity constraints on A, B % D! implies the constraint (A $ B) % D! " # and this implies
the emptiness of all C % D! such that C & (A $ B).

The Shafer’s model, denoted M0(!), can be considered as the most constrained hybrid DSm model including all

possible exclusivity constraintswithout non-existential constraint, since all elements in the frame are forced to be mutually

exclusive.

2.3.2 The hybrid DSm rule of combination

The hybrid DSm rule of combination, associated to a given hybrid DSm modelM '= M! , for k ( 2 independent sources
of information is defined for all A % D! as [12]:

mM(!)(A) ! "(A)
!

S1(A) + S2(A) + S3(A)
"

(4)

where "(A) is the characteristic non emptiness function of a set A, i.e. "(A) = 1 if A /% ! and "(A) = 0 otherwise,
where ! ! {!M, #}. !M is the set of all elements of D! which have been forced to be empty through the constraints of

the modelM and # is the classical/universal empty set. S1(A) " mMf (!)(A), S2(A), S3(A) are defined by [12]

S1(A) !
#

X1,X2,...,Xk"D!

(X1#X2#...#Xk)=A

k
$

i=1

mi(Xi) (5)

S2(A) !
#

X1,X2,...,Xk"!
[U=A]$[(U"!)%(A=It)]

k
$

i=1

mi(Xi) (6)

S3(A) !
#

X1,X2,...,Xk"D!

(X1&X2&...&Xk)=A
(X1#X2#...#Xk)"!

k
$

i=1

mi(Xi) (7)

with U ! u(X1) $ u(X2) $ . . . $ u(Xk) where u(X) is the union of all singletons !i that compose X and It !

!1$!2$ . . .$!n is the total ignorance. S1(A) corresponds to the classic DSm rule of combination based on the free DSm
model; S2(A) represents the mass of all relatively and absolutely empty sets which is transferred to the total or relative
ignorances; S3(A) transfers the sum of relatively empty sets to the non-empty sets.

where "(A) is the characteristic non-emptiness function of a set A, i.e. "(A) = 1 if A /% ! and "(A) = 0 otherwise,
where ! ! {!M, #}. !M is the set of all elements of D! which have been forced to be empty through the constraints of

the modelM and # is the classical/universal empty set. U ! u(X1) $ u(X2) $ . . . $ u(Xk) where u(X) is the union of
all singletons !i that composeX and It ! !1 $ !2 $ . . . $ !n is the total ignorance.

|2!| < |D!| < 22|!|'1

|D!| > |2!|

22|!|'1 > |D!|

Example for n=3

14 CHAPTER 1. PRESENTATION OF DSMT

1. !, !1, . . . , !n " D!.

2. If A, B " D!, then A # B " D! and A $ B " D!.

3. No other elements belong to D!, except those obtained by using rules 1 or 2.

The dual (obtained by switching $ and # in expressions) of D! is itself. There are elements in D!

which are self-dual (dual to themselves), for example "8 for the case when n = 3 in the example below.

The cardinality of D! is majored by 22n

when the cardinality of ! equals n, i.e. |!| = n. The generation

of hyper-power set D! is closely related with the famous Dedekind problem [8, 7] on enumerating the set

of isotone Boolean functions. The generation of the hyper-power set is presented in chapter 2. Since for

any given finite set !, |D!| % |2!| we call D! the hyper-power set of !.

Example of the first hyper-power sets D!

• For the degenerate case (n = 0) where ! = {}, one has D! = {"0 ! !} and |D!| = 1.

• When ! = {!1}, one has D! = {"0 ! !, "1 ! !1} and |D!| = 2.

• When ! = {!1, !2}, one has D! = {"0, "1, . . . , "4} and |D!| = 5 with "0 ! !, "1 ! !1 # !2,

"2 ! !1, "3 ! !2 and "4 ! !1 $ !2.

• When ! = {!1, !2, !3}, one has D! = {"0, "1, . . . , "18} and |D!| = 19 with

"0 ! !

"1 ! !1 # !2 # !3 "10 ! !2

"2 ! !1 # !2 "11 ! !3

"3 ! !1 # !3 "12 ! (!1 # !2) $ !3

"4 ! !2 # !3 "13 ! (!1 # !3) $ !2

"5 ! (!1 $ !2) # !3 "14 ! (!2 # !3) $ !1

"6 ! (!1 $ !3) # !2 "15 ! !1 $ !2

"7 ! (!2 $ !3) # !1 "16 ! !1 $ !3

"8 ! (!1 # !2) $ (!1 # !3) $ (!2 # !3) "17 ! !2 $ !3

"9 ! !1 "18 ! !1 $ !2 $ !3

Note that the complement Ā of any proposition A (except for ! and for the total ignorance It !

!1 $ !2 $ . . . $ !n), is not involved within DSmT because of the refutation of the third excluded middle.

In other words, &A " D! with A '= ! or A '= It, Ā '" D!. Thus (D!,#,$) does not define a Boolean al-

gebra. The cardinality of hyper-power set D! for n % 1 follows the sequence of Dedekind’s numbers [35],

i.e. 1,2,5,19,167,7580,7828353,... (see next chapter for details).
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DSm models : Free model, Hybrid model, Shafer’s model

Quantitative basic belief assignment/mass:
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Elements !i, i = 1, . . . , n of ! constitute the finite set of hypotheses/concepts characterizing the fusion

problem under consideration. D! constitutes what we call the free DSm model Mf (!) and allows to

work with fuzzy concepts which depict a continuous and relative intrinsic nature. Such kinds of concepts

cannot be precisely refined in an absolute interpretation because of the unapproachable universal truth.

However for some particular fusion problems involving discrete concepts, elements !i are truly exclu-

sive. In such case, all the exclusivity constraints on !i, i = 1, . . . , n have to be included in the previous

model to characterize properly the true nature of the fusion problem and to fit it with the reality. By

doing this, the hyper-power set D! reduces naturally to the classical power set 2! and this constitutes

the most restricted hybrid DSm model, denoted M0(!), coinciding with Shafer’s model. As an exemple,

let’s consider the 2D problem where ! = {!1, !2} with D! = {!, !1 " !2, !1, !2, !1 # !2} and assume now

that !1 and !2 are truly exclusive (i.e. Shafer’s model M0 holds), then because !1 " !2
M0

= !, one gets

D! = {!, !1 " !2
M0

= !, !1, !2, !1 # !2} = {!, !1, !2, !1 # !2} $ 2!.

Between the class of fusion problems corresponding to the free DSm model Mf (!) and the class of

fusion problems corresponding to Shafer’s model M0(!), there exists another wide class of hybrid fusion

problems involving in ! both fuzzy continuous concepts and discrete hypotheses. In such (hybrid) class,

some exclusivity constraints and possibly some non-existential constraints (especially when working on

dynamic7 fusion) have to be taken into account. Each hybrid fusion problem of this class will then be

characterized by a proper hybrid DSm model M(!) with M(!) %= Mf(!) and M(!) %= M0(!), see

examples presented in chapter 4.
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From a general frame !, we define a map m(.) : D! & [0, 1] associated to a given body of evidence B as

m(!) = 0 and
!
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m(A) = 1 (1.20)
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DST, i.e.
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!

B"A
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Pl(A) =
!
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m(B) (1.22)

7i.e. when the frame ! is changing with time.
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Based on ! and Shafer’s model, the power set of !, denoted 2!, is defined as follows:

1) #, !1, . . . , !n $ 2!.

2) If X, Y $ 2!, then X ! Y belong to 2!.

3) No other elements belong to 2!, except those obtained by using rules 1) or 2).

In DSmT and without additional assumption on ! but the exhaustivity of its elements (which is
not a crucial assumption), we define the hyper-power set, i.e. Dedekind’s lattice, D! as follows:

1) #, !1, . . . , !n $ D!.

2) If X, Y $ D!, then X " Y and X ! Y belong to D!.

3) No other elements belong to D!, except those obtained by using rules 1) or 2).
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| D! |= 19
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Quantitative Belief Conditioning Rules (BCR)
One makes a fundamental distinction between fusion of a prior bba m1(.) with a 
source focused on a given set A (Shafer’s approach) and belief revision conditioned 
by the fact that absolute truth is in A (BCRs approach).

Shafer’s “conditioning” rule (SCR)

Belief Conditioning/revision Rules (BCR)

2

examples, and a very important and open challenging question about belief
fusion and conditioning.

0.1 Shafer’s conditioning rule (SCR)

Before going further in the development of new belief conditioning rules, it
is important to recall the conditioning of beliefs proposed by Glenn Shafer
in [?] (p.66–67) and reported below.

So, let’s suppose that the e!ect of a new evidence (say source 2) on
the frame of discernment " is to establish a particular subset B ! " with
certainty. Then Bel2 will give a degree of belief one to the proposition
corresponding to B and to every proposition implied by it:

Bel2(A) =

!
"

#
1, if B ! A;

0, otherwise.

Since the subset B is the only focal element of Bel2, its basic belief
assignment is one, i.e. m2(B) = 1. Such a function Bel2 is then combinable
with the (prior) Bel1 as long as Bel1(B̄) < 1, and the Dempster’s rule of
combination (denoted ") provides the conditional belief Bel1(.|B) = Bel1 "
Bel2 (according to Theorem 3.6 in [?]). More specifically, one gets for all
A ! ",

Bel1(A|B) =
Bel1(A # B̄) $ Bel1(B̄)

1 $ Bel1(B̄)

Pl1(A|B) =
Pl1(A % B)

Pl1(B)

where Pl(.) denotes the plausibility function.

m1(.|A) = [m1 " m2](.)

where !
"

#
m2(A) = 1

" = Dempster’s rule
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" = Dempster’s rule
with

subjective certainty committed 
to A by source # 2

Note:
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Bel1(A|B) =
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Pl1(B)

where Pl(.) denotes the plausibility function.

m1(.|A) = [m1 " m2](.)

where !
"

#
m2(A) = 1

" = Dempster’s rule

We could replace " Dempster’s rule by any other " fusion rules.

To compute m1(.|A), and because the conditioning event A contains absolute truth, one 
proposes to revise the prior bba m1(.) based on NEW mass transfer, NOT based on the 
fusion of m1(.) with specialized bba m2(A)=1. 

Many quantitative BCRs have been recently developed [Smarandache-Dezert, Fusion 2006]

They are all based on Hyper-Power Set Decomposition (HPSD)
4



Hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD)

2

Bel1(A|B) =
Bel1(A ! B̄) " Bel1(B̄)

1 " Bel1(B̄)

Pl1(A|B) =
Pl1(A # B)

Pl1(B)

where Pl(.) denotes the plausibility function.

m1(.|A) = [m1 $ m2](.)

where !
"

#
m2(A) = 1

$ = Dempster’s rule

We could replace $ Dempster’s rule by any other $ fusion rules.

2 BCRBCRBCR

Let ! = {!1, !2, . . . , !n}, n % 2, the hyper-power set D! and a bba m(.) : D! &' [0, 1].
Suppose one finds out (or one assumes) that the truth is in the set A ( D! \ {)}.
We split D! \ {)} into 3 subsets which have no element in common, i.e.

D! \ {)} = D1 ! D2 ! D3

Let PD(A) = 2A # D! \ {)}, i.e. all non-empty parts (subsets) of A which are included in D!.
Let’s consider the normal cases when A *= ) and

$
Y !PD(A) m(Y ) > 0. For the degenerate case when

the truth is in A = ), we consider Smets’ open-world, which means that there are other hypotheses
!" = {!n+1, !n+2, . . . !n+m}, m % 1, and the truth is in A ( D!! \ {)}. If A = ) and we consider
a close-world, then it means that the problem is impossible. For another degenerate case, when
$

Y !PD(A) m(Y ) = 0, i.e. when the source gave us a totally (100%) wrong information m(.), then, we
define: m(A|A) ! 1 and, as a consequence, m(X|A) = 0 for any X *= A.

Let s(A) = {!i1 , !i2 , . . . , !ip}, 1 + p + n, be the singletons/atoms that compose A (For example, if
A = !1 ! (!3 # !4) then s(A) = {!1, !3, !4}.). We consider three subsets of D! \ ), generated by A:

• D1 = PD(A), the parts of A which are included in the hyper-power set, except the empty set;

• D2 = {(! \ s(A)),!,#} \ {)}, i.e. the sub-hyper-power set generated by ! \ s(A) under ! and
#, without the empty set.

• D3 = (D! \ {)}) " (D1 ! D2); each set from D3 has in its formula singletons from both s(A)
and ! \ s(A) in the case when ! \ s(A) is di"erent from empty set.

D1, D2 and D3 have no element in common two by two and their union is D! \ {)}.
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The quantitative (or qualitative) masses of elements of D2 and D3 are redistributed to non-
empty elements  of D1 in many possible ways by BCRs (or QBCR).

The HPSD is imposed by the conditioning event, say A.

If A = conditioning event then

where
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Simple examples of HPSD

Example 3 :

3

3 Examples

Let’s consider ! = {A,B,C} and the free DSm model.

• If the truth is in A

D1 = {A,A ! B,A ! C,A ! B ! C} " P(A) ! (D! \ #)

D1 contains all the parts of A which are included in D!, except the empty set.

D2 contains all elements which do not contain the letter A.

D2 = ({B,C},$,!) = D{B,C} = {B,C,B $ C,B ! C}

D3 = {A $ B,A $ C,A $ B $ C,A $ (B ! C)}

D3 contains sets whose formulas contain both the letters A and at least a letter from {B,C}.

• If the truth is in A ! B

D1 = {A ! B,A ! B ! C}

D2 = {C}

; i.e. D2 elements do not contain the letters A, B; and

D3 = {A,B,A $ B,A ! C,B ! C, . . .} = (D! \ {#}) \ (D1 $ D2)

, i.e. what’s left from D! \ {#} after removing D1 and D2.

• If the truth is in A $ B

D1 = {A,B,A ! B,A $ B, . . .}

and all other sets included in these four ones, i.e. A ! C, B ! C, A ! B ! C, A $ (B ! C),
B $ (A ! C), (A ! C) $ (B ! C), etc;

D2 = {C}

, i.e. D2 elements do not contain the letters A, B and

D3 = {A $ C,B $ C,A $ B $ C,C $ (A ! B)}
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does not exist since s(A ! B ! C) = {A,B,C} and ! \ {A,B,C} = ";
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Qualitative belief mass qm(.)

Ordered Linguistic labels/mass: 

Linguistic operators (with equidistant labels)

very low, low, medium, etc

the conflicts between sources of evidence, DSmT proposes
mainly two alternatives to the classical Dempster’s rule of
combination [12] for working efficiently with (possibly) high
conflicting sources. The first rule proposed in [13] was the
DSm hybrid rule (DSmH) of combination which offers a
prudent/pessimistic way of redistributing partial conflicting
mass. The basic idea of DSmH is to redistribute the partial
conflicting mass to corresponding partial ignorance. For ex-
ample: let’s consider only two sources with two bba’s m1(.)
and m2(.), if A!B = " is an integrity constraint of the model
of ! and if m1(A)m2(B) > 0, then m1(A)m2(B) will be
transferred to A#B through DSmH. The general formula for
DSmH is quite complicated and can be found in [13] and is
not reported here due to space limitation. DSmH is actually a
natural extension of Dubois & Prade’s rule of combination
[3] which allows also to work with dynamical changes of
the frame and its model. A much more precise fusion rule,
called Proportional Conflict Redistribution rule no. 5 (PCR5)
has been developed recently in [14] for transferring more
efficiently all partial conflicting masses. Basically, the idea of
PCR5 is to transfer the conflicting mass only to the elements
involved in the conflict and proportionally to their individual
masses. For example: let’s assume as before only two sources
with bba’s m1(.) and m2(.), A ! B = " for the model of !
and m1(A) = 0.6 and m2(B) = 0.3. Then with PCR5, the
partial conflicting mass m1(A)m2(B) = 0.6 · 0.3 = 0.18 is
redistributed to A and B only with the following proportions
respectively: xA = 0.12 and xB = 0.06 because the propor-
tionalization requires

xA

m1(A)
=

xB

m2(B)
=

m1(A)m2(B)
m1(A) + m2(B)

=
0.18
0.9

= 0.2

General PCR5 fusion formula for the combination of k $ 2
sources of evidence can be found in [14].

III. EXTENSION OF DSMT FOR QUALITATIVE BELIEFS

In order to compute with words (i.e. linguistic labels) and
qualitative belief assignments instead of quantitative belief
assignments2 over G!, Smarandache and Dezert have defined
in [14] a qualitative basic belief assignment qm(.) as a
mapping function from G! into a set of linguistic labels
L = {L0, L̃, Ln+1} where L̃ = {L1, · · · , Ln} is a finite set of
linguistic labels and where n $ 2 is an integer. For example,
L1 can take the linguistic value “poor”, L2 the linguistic value
“good”, etc. L̃ is endowed with a total order relationship %,
so that L1 % L2 % · · · % Ln. To work on a true closed
linguistic set L under linguistic addition and multiplication
operators, Smarandache and Dezert extended naturally L̃ with
two extreme values L0 = Lmin and Ln+1 = Lmax, where
L0 corresponds to the minimal qualitative value and Ln+1

corresponds to the maximal qualitative value, in such a way
that L0 % L1 % L2 % · · · % Ln % Ln+1, where % means

2G! is the generic notation for the hyper-power set taking into account
all integrity constraints (if any) of the model. For example, if one considers
a free-DSm model for ! then G! = D!. If Shafer’s model is used instead
then G! = 2! (the classical power-set).

inferior to, or less (in quality) than, or smaller than, etc. Labels
L0, L1, L2, . . . , Ln, Ln+1 are said linguistically equidistant
if: Li+1 & Li = Li & Li!1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n where
the definition of subtraction of labels is given in the sequel
by (11). In the sequel Li ' L are assumed linguistically
equidistant3 labels such that we can make an isomorphism
between L = {L0, L1, L2, . . . , Ln, Ln+1} and {0, 1/(n +
1), 2/(n + 1), . . . , n/(n + 1), 1}, defined as Li = i/(n + 1)
for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1. Using this isomorphism, and
making an analogy to the classical operations of real numbers,
we are able to define the following qualitative operators (or
q-operators for short):

• q-addition of linguistic labels

Li + Lj =
i

n + 1
+

j

n + 1
=

i + j

n + 1
= Li+j (5)

but of course we set the restriction that i + j < n + 1; in
the case when i + j $ n + 1 we restrict Li+j = Ln+1.
So this is the justification of the qualitative addition we
have defined.

• q-multiplication of linguistic labels
a) Since Li ( Lj = i

n+1 · j
n+1 = (i·j)/(n+1)

n+1 , the
best approximation would be L[(i·j)/(n+1)], where [x]
means the closest integer to x, i.e.

Li ( Lj = L[(i·j)/(n+1)] (6)

For example, if we have L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5,
corresponding to respectively 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1,
then L2 · L3 = L[(2·3)/5] = L[6/5] = L[1.2] = L1;
using numbers: 0.4 · 0.6 = 0.24 ) 0.2 = L1; also
L3 · L3 = L[(3·3)/5] = L[9/5] = L[1.8] = L2; using
numbers 0.6 · 0.6 = 0.36 ) 0.4 = L2.

b) A simpler approximation of the multiplication, but
less accurate (as proposed in [14]) is thus

Li ( Lj = Lmin{i,j} (7)

• Scalar multiplication of a linguistic label
Let a be a real number. We define the multiplication of
a linguistic label by a scalar as follows:

a · Li =
a · i

n + 1
)

!
L[a·i] if [a · i] $ 0,

L![a·i] otherwise.
(8)

• Division of linguistic labels
a) Division as an internal operator: / : L(L * L. Let

j += 0, then

Li/Lj =

!
L[(i/j)·(n+1)] if[(i/j) · (n + 1)] < n + 1,

Ln+1 otherwise.
(9)

The first equality in (9) is well justified because when
[(i/j) · (n + 1)] < n + 1, one has

Li/Lj =
i/(n + 1)
j/(n + 1)

=
(i/j) · (n + 1)

n + 1
= L[(i/j)·(n+1)]

3If the labels are not equidistant, the q-operators still work, but they are
less accurate.
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Ln+1, if i + j ! n + 1.
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m12(X) =
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X1,X2!G!

X1"X2=X

m1(X1)m2(X2)

The degree of conflict (total conflict) between two sources represented by m1(.) and m2(.) is defined by

k12 =
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1 Introduction

mPCR5(X) = m12(X) +
"

Y !G!\{X}
X"Y =#

[
m1(X)2m2(Y )

m1(X) + m2(Y )
+

m2(X)2m1(Y )
m2(X) + m1(Y )

]

• Step 1: Apply conjunctive rule, "X # G!, G! = D! or G! = 2!

m12(X) =

• calculate the total or partial conflicting masses ;

• redistribute the conflicting mass (total or partial) proportionally on non-empty sets involved in the model according
to all integrity constraints.

qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} is the number of qualitative focal elements of A.

m1(.) or qm1(.)

mk(.) or qmk(.)

quantitative bba

qualitative bba

In BCR17, m(A) = 0.2 is transferred to A &B since A &B $ A and m(A &B) > 0.

mBCR17(B|B ' C) = 0.17

mBCR17(C|B ' C) = 0.24

mBCR17(B ' C|B ' C) = 0.12

mBCR17(A &B|B ' C) = 0.47

The main purpose of information fusion is to produce reasonably aggregated, refined and/or complete granule of
data obtained from a single or multiple sources with consequent reasoning process, consisting in using evidence to
choose the best hypothesis, supported by it. Data Association (DA) with its main goal to partitioning observations into
available tracks becomes a key function of any surveillance system. An issue to improve track maintenance performances
of modern Multi Target Trackers (MTT) [?, ?], is to incorporate Generalized Data1 Association (GDA) in tracking
algorithms [?]. At each time step, GDA consists in associating current (attribute and kinematics) measurements with
predicted measurements (attributes and kinematics) for each target. GDA can be actually decomposed into two parts [?]:
Attribute-based Data Association (ADA) and Kinematics-based Data Association (KDA). Once ADA is obtained, the
estimation of the attribute/type of each target must be updated using a proper and an efficient fusion rule. This process
is called attribute tracking and consists in combining information collected over time from one (or more sensors) to
refine the knowledge about the possible changes of the attributes of the targets. We consider here the possibility that the

1Data being kinematics and attribute.
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the conflicts between sources of evidence, DSmT proposes
mainly two alternatives to the classical Dempster’s rule of
combination [12] for working efficiently with (possibly) high
conflicting sources. The first rule proposed in [13] was the
DSm hybrid rule (DSmH) of combination which offers a
prudent/pessimistic way of redistributing partial conflicting
mass. The basic idea of DSmH is to redistribute the partial
conflicting mass to corresponding partial ignorance. For ex-
ample: let’s consider only two sources with two bba’s m1(.)
and m2(.), if A!B = " is an integrity constraint of the model
of ! and if m1(A)m2(B) > 0, then m1(A)m2(B) will be
transferred to A#B through DSmH. The general formula for
DSmH is quite complicated and can be found in [13] and is
not reported here due to space limitation. DSmH is actually a
natural extension of Dubois & Prade’s rule of combination
[3] which allows also to work with dynamical changes of
the frame and its model. A much more precise fusion rule,
called Proportional Conflict Redistribution rule no. 5 (PCR5)
has been developed recently in [14] for transferring more
efficiently all partial conflicting masses. Basically, the idea of
PCR5 is to transfer the conflicting mass only to the elements
involved in the conflict and proportionally to their individual
masses. For example: let’s assume as before only two sources
with bba’s m1(.) and m2(.), A ! B = " for the model of !
and m1(A) = 0.6 and m2(B) = 0.3. Then with PCR5, the
partial conflicting mass m1(A)m2(B) = 0.6 · 0.3 = 0.18 is
redistributed to A and B only with the following proportions
respectively: xA = 0.12 and xB = 0.06 because the propor-
tionalization requires

xA

m1(A)
=

xB

m2(B)
=

m1(A)m2(B)
m1(A) + m2(B)

=
0.18
0.9

= 0.2

General PCR5 fusion formula for the combination of k $ 2
sources of evidence can be found in [14].

III. EXTENSION OF DSMT FOR QUALITATIVE BELIEFS

In order to compute with words (i.e. linguistic labels) and
qualitative belief assignments instead of quantitative belief
assignments2 over G!, Smarandache and Dezert have defined
in [14] a qualitative basic belief assignment qm(.) as a
mapping function from G! into a set of linguistic labels
L = {L0, L̃, Ln+1} where L̃ = {L1, · · · , Ln} is a finite set of
linguistic labels and where n $ 2 is an integer. For example,
L1 can take the linguistic value “poor”, L2 the linguistic value
“good”, etc. L̃ is endowed with a total order relationship %,
so that L1 % L2 % · · · % Ln. To work on a true closed
linguistic set L under linguistic addition and multiplication
operators, Smarandache and Dezert extended naturally L̃ with
two extreme values L0 = Lmin and Ln+1 = Lmax, where
L0 corresponds to the minimal qualitative value and Ln+1

corresponds to the maximal qualitative value, in such a way
that L0 % L1 % L2 % · · · % Ln % Ln+1, where % means

2G! is the generic notation for the hyper-power set taking into account
all integrity constraints (if any) of the model. For example, if one considers
a free-DSm model for ! then G! = D!. If Shafer’s model is used instead
then G! = 2! (the classical power-set).

inferior to, or less (in quality) than, or smaller than, etc. Labels
L0, L1, L2, . . . , Ln, Ln+1 are said linguistically equidistant
if: Li+1 & Li = Li & Li!1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n where
the definition of subtraction of labels is given in the sequel
by (11). In the sequel Li ' L are assumed linguistically
equidistant3 labels such that we can make an isomorphism
between L = {L0, L1, L2, . . . , Ln, Ln+1} and {0, 1/(n +
1), 2/(n + 1), . . . , n/(n + 1), 1}, defined as Li = i/(n + 1)
for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1. Using this isomorphism, and
making an analogy to the classical operations of real numbers,
we are able to define the following qualitative operators (or
q-operators for short):

• q-addition of linguistic labels

Li + Lj =
i

n + 1
+

j

n + 1
=

i + j

n + 1
= Li+j (5)

but of course we set the restriction that i + j < n + 1; in
the case when i + j $ n + 1 we restrict Li+j = Ln+1.
So this is the justification of the qualitative addition we
have defined.

• q-multiplication of linguistic labels
a) Since Li ( Lj = i

n+1 · j
n+1 = (i·j)/(n+1)

n+1 , the
best approximation would be L[(i·j)/(n+1)], where [x]
means the closest integer to x, i.e.

Li ( Lj = L[(i·j)/(n+1)] (6)

For example, if we have L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5,
corresponding to respectively 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1,
then L2 · L3 = L[(2·3)/5] = L[6/5] = L[1.2] = L1;
using numbers: 0.4 · 0.6 = 0.24 ) 0.2 = L1; also
L3 · L3 = L[(3·3)/5] = L[9/5] = L[1.8] = L2; using
numbers 0.6 · 0.6 = 0.36 ) 0.4 = L2.

b) A simpler approximation of the multiplication, but
less accurate (as proposed in [14]) is thus

Li ( Lj = Lmin{i,j} (7)

• Scalar multiplication of a linguistic label
Let a be a real number. We define the multiplication of
a linguistic label by a scalar as follows:

a · Li =
a · i

n + 1
)

!
L[a·i] if [a · i] $ 0,

L![a·i] otherwise.
(8)

• Division of linguistic labels
a) Division as an internal operator: / : L(L * L. Let

j += 0, then

Li/Lj =

!
L[(i/j)·(n+1)] if[(i/j) · (n + 1)] < n + 1,

Ln+1 otherwise.
(9)

The first equality in (9) is well justified because when
[(i/j) · (n + 1)] < n + 1, one has

Li/Lj =
i/(n + 1)
j/(n + 1)

=
(i/j) · (n + 1)

n + 1
= L[(i/j)·(n+1)]

3If the labels are not equidistant, the q-operators still work, but they are
less accurate.
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choose the best hypothesis, supported by it. Data Association (DA) with its main goal to partitioning observations into
available tracks becomes a key function of any surveillance system. An issue to improve track maintenance performances

For example, if we have L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5,
corresponding to respectively 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1,
then: L1/L3 = L[(1/3)·5] = L[5/3] = L[1.66] ! L2.
L4/L2 = L[(4/2)·5] = L[2·5] = Lmax = L5 since
10 > 5.

b) Division as an external operator: " : L # L $ R+.
Let j %= 0. Since Li"Lj = (i/(n+1))/(j/(n+1)) =
i/j, we simply define

Li " Lj = i/j (10)

Justification of b): when we divide say L4/L1 in the
above example, we get 0.8/0.2 = 4, but no label
is corresponding to number 4 which is not even in
the interval [0, 1], hence in the division as an internal
operator we need to get as response a label, so in our
example we approximate it to Lmax = L5, which is
a very rough approximation! So, depending on the
fusion combination rules, it might better to consider
the qualitative division as an external operator, which
gives us the exact result.

• q-subtraction of linguistic labels: & : L#L $ {L,&L},

Li & Lj =

!
Li!j if i ' j,

&Lj!i if i < j.
(11)

where &L = {&L1,&L2, . . . ,&Ln,&Ln+1}. The q-
substraction above is well justified since when i ' j,
one has Li & Lj = i

n+1 & j
n+1 = i!j

n+1 .
The above qualitative operators are logical, justified due

to the isomorphism between the set of linguistic equidistant
labels and a set of equidistant numbers in the interval [0, 1].
These qualitative operators are built exactly on the track
of their corresponding numerical operators, so they are
more mathematical than the ad-hoc definition of qualitative
operators proposed so far in the literature. They are similar to
the PCR5 combination numerical rule with respect to other
fusion combination numerical rules based on the conjunctive
rule. But moving to the enriched label qualitative operators
the accuracy decreases.

There is no way to define a normalized qm(.), but a qual-
itative quasi-normalization [14], [15] is nevertheless possible
when considering equidistant linguistic labels because in such
case, qm(Xi) = Li, is equivalent to a quantitative mass
m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized if

"

X"D!

m(X) =
"

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1

but this one is equivalent to
"

X"D!

qm(X) =
"

k

Lik = Ln+1

In this case, we have a qualitative normalization, similar to the
(classical) numerical normalization. But, if the previous labels
L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 from the set L are not equidistant,
so the interval [0, 1] cannot be split into equal parts according

to the distribution of the labels, then it makes sense to consider
a qualitative quasi-normalization, i.e. an approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses
in the same way:

"

X"D!

qm(X) = Ln+1

In general, if we don’t know if the labels are equidistant or
not, we say that a qualitative mass is quasi-normalized when
the above summation holds. In the sequel, for simplicity,
one assumes to work with quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief assignments.

From these very simple qualitative operators, it is thus
possible to extend directly the DSmH fusion rule for
combining qualitative basic belief assignments by replacing
classical addition and multiplication operators on numbers
with those for linguistic labels in DSmH formula. In a similar
way, it is also possible to extend PCR5 formula as shown
with detailed examples in [14] and in section V of this paper.
In the next section, we propose new qualitative-enriched (qe)
operators for dealing with enriched linguistic labels which
mix the linguistic value with either quantitative/numerical
supporting degree or qualitative supporting degree as well.
The direct qualitative discounting (or reinforcement) is
motivated by the fact that in general human experts provide
more easily qualitative values than quantitative values when
analyzing complex situations.

In this paper, both quantitative enrichments and qualitative
enrichments of linguistic labels are considered and unified
through same general qe-operators. The quantitative enrich-
ment is based directly on the percentage of discounting (or
reinforcement) of any linguistic label. This is what we call a
Type 1 of enriched labels. The qualitative enrichment comes
from the idea of direct qualitative discounting (or reinforce-
ment) and constitutes the Type 2 of enriched labels.

IV. qe-OPERATORS

We propose to improve the previous q-operators for dealing
now with enriched qualitative beliefs provided from human
experts. We call these operators the qe-operators. The basic
idea is to use “enriched”-linguistic labels denoted Li(!i),
where !i can be either a numerical supporting degree in
[0,() or a qualitative supporting degree taken its value
in a given (ordered) set X of linguistic labels. Li(!i) is
called the qualitative enrichment4 of Li. When !i ) [0,(),
Li(!i) is called an enriched label of Type 1, whereas when
!i ) X , Li(!i) is called an enriched label of Type 2. The
(quantitative or qualitative) quantity !i characterizes the
weight of reinforcing or discounting expressed by the source
when using label Li for committing its qualitative belief
to a given proposition A ) G!. It can be interpreted as a
second order type of linguistic label which includes both

4Linguistic labels without enrichment (discounting or reinforcement) as
those involved in q-operators are said classical or being of Type 0.
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the conflicts between sources of evidence, DSmT proposes
mainly two alternatives to the classical Dempster’s rule of
combination [12] for working efficiently with (possibly) high
conflicting sources. The first rule proposed in [13] was the
DSm hybrid rule (DSmH) of combination which offers a
prudent/pessimistic way of redistributing partial conflicting
mass. The basic idea of DSmH is to redistribute the partial
conflicting mass to corresponding partial ignorance. For ex-
ample: let’s consider only two sources with two bba’s m1(.)
and m2(.), if A!B = " is an integrity constraint of the model
of ! and if m1(A)m2(B) > 0, then m1(A)m2(B) will be
transferred to A#B through DSmH. The general formula for
DSmH is quite complicated and can be found in [13] and is
not reported here due to space limitation. DSmH is actually a
natural extension of Dubois & Prade’s rule of combination
[3] which allows also to work with dynamical changes of
the frame and its model. A much more precise fusion rule,
called Proportional Conflict Redistribution rule no. 5 (PCR5)
has been developed recently in [14] for transferring more
efficiently all partial conflicting masses. Basically, the idea of
PCR5 is to transfer the conflicting mass only to the elements
involved in the conflict and proportionally to their individual
masses. For example: let’s assume as before only two sources
with bba’s m1(.) and m2(.), A ! B = " for the model of !
and m1(A) = 0.6 and m2(B) = 0.3. Then with PCR5, the
partial conflicting mass m1(A)m2(B) = 0.6 · 0.3 = 0.18 is
redistributed to A and B only with the following proportions
respectively: xA = 0.12 and xB = 0.06 because the propor-
tionalization requires

xA

m1(A)
=

xB

m2(B)
=

m1(A)m2(B)
m1(A) + m2(B)

=
0.18
0.9

= 0.2

General PCR5 fusion formula for the combination of k $ 2
sources of evidence can be found in [14].

III. EXTENSION OF DSMT FOR QUALITATIVE BELIEFS

In order to compute with words (i.e. linguistic labels) and
qualitative belief assignments instead of quantitative belief
assignments2 over G!, Smarandache and Dezert have defined
in [14] a qualitative basic belief assignment qm(.) as a
mapping function from G! into a set of linguistic labels
L = {L0, L̃, Ln+1} where L̃ = {L1, · · · , Ln} is a finite set of
linguistic labels and where n $ 2 is an integer. For example,
L1 can take the linguistic value “poor”, L2 the linguistic value
“good”, etc. L̃ is endowed with a total order relationship %,
so that L1 % L2 % · · · % Ln. To work on a true closed
linguistic set L under linguistic addition and multiplication
operators, Smarandache and Dezert extended naturally L̃ with
two extreme values L0 = Lmin and Ln+1 = Lmax, where
L0 corresponds to the minimal qualitative value and Ln+1

corresponds to the maximal qualitative value, in such a way
that L0 % L1 % L2 % · · · % Ln % Ln+1, where % means

2G! is the generic notation for the hyper-power set taking into account
all integrity constraints (if any) of the model. For example, if one considers
a free-DSm model for ! then G! = D!. If Shafer’s model is used instead
then G! = 2! (the classical power-set).

inferior to, or less (in quality) than, or smaller than, etc. Labels
L0, L1, L2, . . . , Ln, Ln+1 are said linguistically equidistant
if: Li+1 & Li = Li & Li!1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n where
the definition of subtraction of labels is given in the sequel
by (11). In the sequel Li ' L are assumed linguistically
equidistant3 labels such that we can make an isomorphism
between L = {L0, L1, L2, . . . , Ln, Ln+1} and {0, 1/(n +
1), 2/(n + 1), . . . , n/(n + 1), 1}, defined as Li = i/(n + 1)
for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1. Using this isomorphism, and
making an analogy to the classical operations of real numbers,
we are able to define the following qualitative operators (or
q-operators for short):

• q-addition of linguistic labels

Li + Lj =
i

n + 1
+

j

n + 1
=

i + j

n + 1
= Li+j (5)

but of course we set the restriction that i + j < n + 1; in
the case when i + j $ n + 1 we restrict Li+j = Ln+1.
So this is the justification of the qualitative addition we
have defined.

• q-multiplication of linguistic labels
a) Since Li ( Lj = i

n+1 · j
n+1 = (i·j)/(n+1)

n+1 , the
best approximation would be L[(i·j)/(n+1)], where [x]
means the closest integer to x, i.e.

Li ( Lj = L[(i·j)/(n+1)] (6)

For example, if we have L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5,
corresponding to respectively 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1,
then L2 · L3 = L[(2·3)/5] = L[6/5] = L[1.2] = L1;
using numbers: 0.4 · 0.6 = 0.24 ) 0.2 = L1; also
L3 · L3 = L[(3·3)/5] = L[9/5] = L[1.8] = L2; using
numbers 0.6 · 0.6 = 0.36 ) 0.4 = L2.

b) A simpler approximation of the multiplication, but
less accurate (as proposed in [14]) is thus

Li ( Lj = Lmin{i,j} (7)

• Scalar multiplication of a linguistic label
Let a be a real number. We define the multiplication of
a linguistic label by a scalar as follows:

a · Li =
a · i

n + 1
)

!
L[a·i] if [a · i] $ 0,

L![a·i] otherwise.
(8)

• Division of linguistic labels
a) Division as an internal operator: / : L(L * L. Let

j += 0, then

Li/Lj =

!
L[(i/j)·(n+1)] if[(i/j) · (n + 1)] < n + 1,

Ln+1 otherwise.
(9)

The first equality in (9) is well justified because when
[(i/j) · (n + 1)] < n + 1, one has

Li/Lj =
i/(n + 1)
j/(n + 1)

=
(i/j) · (n + 1)

n + 1
= L[(i/j)·(n+1)]

3If the labels are not equidistant, the q-operators still work, but they are
less accurate.
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Qualitative belief mass:
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Ln+1, if i + j $ n + 1.
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The degree of conflict (total conflict) between two sources represented by m1(.) and m2(.) is defined by
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1 Introduction
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m1(.) or qm1(.)

mk(.) or qmk(.)

quantitative bba

qualitative bba
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Quasi-normalized qualitative belief mass
2

a) Qualitatitive normalization: If the labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are equidistant, we make
make an isomorphism between L and a set of sub-unitary numbers from the interval [0, 1] in the
following way:

Li = i/(n + 1), for all i ! {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1}

and therefore the interval [0, 1] is divided into n + 1 equal parts.

Hence qm(Xi) = Li is equivalent to a quantitative mass m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized
since !

X!D!

m(X) =
!

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1"
!

X!D!

qm(X) =
!

k

Lik = Ln+1

b) Qualitative quasi-normalization: But, if labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are not equidistant,
then it makes sense to consider as qualitative quasi-normalization, the approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses in the same way:

!

X!D!

qm(X) = Ln+1
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0.1 Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 1 (QBCR1)

The first QBCR, denoted QBCR1, does the redistribution of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, as
follows:

• transfer the mass of each Y in D2 #D3 to the largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y ;

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR1 is then given by:

• If X /! D1,
qmQBCR1(X|A) = Lmin $ L0 (1)

• If X ! D1,
qmQBCR1(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS2(X, A) (2)

where the addition operator involved in (2) corresponds to the addition operator on linguistic labels
defined in section ?? and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) and qS2(X, A) are defined by:

qS1(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

X#Y

X=max

qm(Y ) (3)

qS2(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%

X=A

qm(Y ) (4)

qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of each element Y in D2 #D3 to the largest
element X in D1 and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y is to A when no such
largest element X in D1 exists.
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Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rules (QBCR)

Purpose: Compute qm(.|A) from qm(.) and event A using  the 
extension of quantitative Belief Conditioning Rules based on HPSD. 

Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule # 1 (QBCR1)

Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule # 2 (QBCR2)

2
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follows:
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!
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qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of each element Y in D2 #D3 to the largest
element X in D1 and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y is to A when no such
largest element X in D1 exists.

QBCR1 proposes a redistribution of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, i.e.

QBCR2 does a uniform redistribution of masses, as follows:

3

0.2 Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)

The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redistribution of masses, as follows:

• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2!D3 to the largest element X in D1 which is contained
by Y (as QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A

whose (qualitative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:

• If X /" D1,
qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (5)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A)

+ qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A) (6)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to the addition operator on linguistic labels
defined in section ?? and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in (3), qS3(X, A) and
qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y #A=$

qF %=0

qm(Y )
qF

(7)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y #A=$

X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (8)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of qualitative focal elements of A.
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Mathematical expression for QBCR1
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X=max
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!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%

X=A

qm(Y ) (4)
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Mathematical expression for QBCR2
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qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of each element Y in D2 #D3 to the largest
element X in D1 and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y is to A when no such
largest element X in D1 exists.

This sum transfers the 
qualitative mass of each Y 
in D2UD3 to the largest 
X in D1.

3

0.2 Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)

The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redistribution of masses, as follows:

• transfer the mass of each Y in D2 ! D3 to the largest X in D1 which is contained by Y (as
QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A

whose (qualitative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:

• If X /" D1,
qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (5)

• If X " D1,
qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A)

where the addition operator involved in (6) corresponds to the addition operator on linguistic labels
defined in section ?? and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in (3), qS3(X, A) and
qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y #A=$

qF %=0

qm(Y )
qF

(6)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y #A=$

X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (7)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of qualitative focal elements of A.
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This sum uniformly transfers 
the qualitative mass of each Y 
in D2UD3 with Y outside of A, 
to all focal elements of P(A)\A, 
if there exist at least one such 
focal element.

This sum transfers the 
qualitative mass of each Y in 
D2UD3 , with Y outside of A, to 
A only, if there exist non focal 
element in P(A)\A.
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Example # 1

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0
L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2
L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3
L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4
L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5
L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table II
MULTIPLICATION TABLE

!"
#$

!"
#$

!"
#$!"

#$
!"

A
#$

B

% C

% D

Figure 1. Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the
minimal value L0. This qualitative mass is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition
A ! B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A ! B, the hyper-
power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:
D1 is formed by all parts of A ! B, D2 is the set
generated by {(C,D),!,"}\# = {C,D,C !D,C "D}, and
D3 = {A!C,A!D,B!C,B!D,A!B!C,A!(C"D), . . .}.

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D " (A!
B) = B " D according to the model, since D is in the set
D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by
element D is B"D. Whence qmQBCR1(B"D|A!B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A ! B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection
with A ! B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred to
the whole A ! B. Whence qmQBCR1(A ! B|A ! B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A!B) = L0. Since the truth is in A!B,
then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which
are included in A ! B, are not changed in this example, i.e.
qmQBCR1(A|A ! B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A ! B) =
L0. One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned
masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of
other elements (i.e. non focal elements) take by default the value L0.

qmQBCR1(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A !B|A !B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A !B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass
of the element D is transferred to D " (A ! B) = B " D
according to the model, since D is in D2!D3 and the largest
element X in D1 which is contained by D is B"D. Whence
qmQBCR2(B"D|A!B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A!B) =
L0. But, differently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C,
which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection with A ! B
(i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since
A $ A ! B and qm1(A) is different from zero (while other
sets included in A ! B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A ! B) = L1 + L1 = L2, while
qmQBCR2(C|A!B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since
L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained
with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A !B) = L2

B. Example 2
Let’s consider a more complex example related with military

decision support. We assume that the frame ! = {A,B,C, D}
corresponds to the set of four regions under surveillance be-
cause these regions are known to potentially protect some dan-
gerous enemies. The linguistic labels used for specifying qual-
itative masses belong to L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}.
Let’s consider the following prior qualitative mass qm(.)
defined by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

All other masses take the value L0. This qualitative mass is
quasi-normalized since L1+L1+L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
We assume that the military headquarter has decided to bomb
in priority region D because there was a high qualitative
belief on the presence of enemies in zone D according to the
prior qbba qm(.). But let’s suppose that after bombing and
verification, it turns out that the enemies were not in D. The
important question the headquarter is now face to is on how
to revise its prior qualitative belief qm(.) knowing that the
absolute truth is now not in D, i.e. D̄ (the complement of
D) is absolutely true. The problem is a bit different from the
previous one since the conditioning term D̄ in this example
does not belong to the hyper-power set D!. In such case,
one has to work actually directly on the super-power set2 as
proposed in [?] (Chap. 8). D̄ belongs to D! only if Shafer’s
model (or for some other specific hybrid models - see case 2
below) is adopted, i.e. when region D has no overlap with
regions A, B or C. The truth is not in D is in general (but

2The super-power S! is the Boolean algebra (!,",#, C) where C denotes
the complement, while hyper-power set D! corresponds to (!,",#).

A. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 1 (QBCR1)
The first QBCR, denoted QBCR1, does the redistribution

of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y ;
• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is

transferred to A.
The mathematical formula for QBCR1 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (3)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS2(X, A)
(4)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to the
addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ?? and
where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) and qS2(X, A)
are defined by:

qS1(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

X#Y

X=max

qm(Y ) (5)

qS2(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A

qm(Y ) (6)

qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of
each element Y in D2 !D3 to the largest element X in D1

and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y
is to A when no such largest element X in D1 exists.

B. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)
The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redis-

tribution of masses, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y (as
QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is
uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A whose (qual-
itative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal
elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then
the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (7)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A)
+ qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A) (8)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to
the addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ??
and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in
(??), qS3(X, A) and qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
qF &=0

qm(Y )
qF

(9)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (10)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of
qualitative focal elements of A.

Scalar division of linguistic label: For the complete deriva-
tion of (??) we need to define the scalar division of labels
involved in (??). We propose the following definition:

Li

j
! L[ i

j ] (11)

for all i & 0 and j > 0 where [ i
j ] is the integer part of i

j ,
i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to i

j . For example,
L5
3 = L[ 53 ] = L1, or L6

3 = L[ 63 ] = L2, etc.

VI. EXAMPLES FOR QBCR1 AND QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels
L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} (for example, L1, L2, L3,
L4 and L5 may represent the values: L1 ! very poor,
L2 ! poor, L3 ! medium, L4 ! good and L5 ! very good,
where the symbol ! means by definition). The addition and
multiplication tables corresponds respectively to Tables ?? and
??.

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6
L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6
L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6
L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table I
ADDITION TABLE

A. Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B,C, D} with the hybrid
model corresponding to the Venn diagram on Figure ??. We
assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

2

a) Qualitatitive normalization: If the labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are equidistant, we make
an isomorphism between L and a set of sub-unitary numbers from the interval [0, 1] in the
following way:

Li = i/(n + 1), for all i ! {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1}

and therefore the interval [0, 1] is divided into n + 1 equal parts.

Hence qm(Xi) = Li is equivalent to a quantitative mass m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized
when !

X!D!

m(X) =
!

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1"
!

X!D!

qm(X) =
!

k

Lik = Ln+1

b) Qualitative quasi-normalization: But, if labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are not equidistant,
then it makes sense to consider a qualitative quasi-normalization, the approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses in the same way:

!

X!D!

qm(X) = Ln+1

1 Examples for QBCR1 and QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels

L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}

(for example, L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 may represent the values:

L1 = very poor

,
L2 = poor

,
L3 = medium

,
L4 = good

and
L5 = very good

, where the symbol = means by definition). The addition and multiplication tables corresponds
respectively to Tables ?? and ??.

1.1 Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure ??. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

Labels: 
very poor poor medium good very good

Input (prior qualitative masses):

Conditioning event:

2

a) Qualitatitive normalization: If the labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are equidistant, we make
an isomorphism between L and a set of sub-unitary numbers from the interval [0, 1] in the
following way:

Li = i/(n + 1), for all i ! {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1}

and therefore the interval [0, 1] is divided into n + 1 equal parts.

Hence qm(Xi) = Li is equivalent to a quantitative mass m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized
when !

X!D!

m(X) =
!

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1 "
!

X!D!

qm(X) =
!

k

Lik = Ln+1

b) Qualitative quasi-normalization: But, if labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are not equidistant,
then it makes sense to consider a qualitative quasi-normalization, the approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses in the same way:

!

X!D!

qm(X) = Ln+1

1 Examples for QBCR1 and QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels

L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}

(for example, L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 may represent the values:

L1 = very poor

,
L2 = poor

,
L3 = medium

,
L4 = good

and
L5 = very good

, where the symbol = means by definition). The addition and multiplication tables corresponds
respectively to Tables 1 and 2.

1.1 Example 1

A #B

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure 1. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

HPSD:

2

Bel1(A|B) =
Bel1(A ! B̄) " Bel1(B̄)

1 " Bel1(B̄)

Pl1(A|B) =
Pl1(A # B)

Pl1(B)

where Pl(.) denotes the plausibility function.

m1(.|A) = [m1 $ m2](.)

where !
"

#
m2(A) = 1

$ = Dempster’s rule

We could replace $ Dempster’s rule by any other $ fusion rules.

2 BCRBCRBCR

Let ! = {!1, !2, . . . , !n}, n % 2, the hyper-power set D! and a bba m(.) : D! &' [0, 1].
Suppose one finds out (or one assumes) that the truth is in the set A ( D! \ {)}.
We split D! \ {)} into 3 subsets which have no element in common, i.e.

D! \ {)} = D1 ! D2 ! D3

Let PD(A) = 2A # D! \ {)}, i.e. all non-empty parts (subsets) of A which are included in D!.
Let’s consider the normal cases when A *= ) and

$
Y !PD(A) m(Y ) > 0. For the degenerate case when

the truth is in A = ), we consider Smets’ open-world, which means that there are other hypotheses
!" = {!n+1, !n+2, . . . !n+m}, m % 1, and the truth is in A ( D!! \ {)}. If A = ) and we consider
a close-world, then it means that the problem is impossible. For another degenerate case, when
$

Y !PD(A) m(Y ) = 0, i.e. when the source gave us a totally (100%) wrong information m(.), then, we
define: m(A|A) ! 1 and, as a consequence, m(X|A) = 0 for any X *= A.

Let s(A) = {!i1 , !i2 , . . . , !ip}, 1 + p + n, be the singletons/atoms that compose A (For example, if
A = !1 ! (!3 # !4) then s(A) = {!1, !3, !4}.). We consider three subsets of D! \ ), generated by A:

• D1 = PD(A), the parts of A which are included in the hyper-power set, except the empty set;

• D2 = {(! \ s(A)),!,#} \ {)}, i.e. the sub-hyper-power set generated by ! \ s(A) under ! and
#, without the empty set.

• D3 = (D! \ {)}) " (D1 ! D2); each set from D3 has in its formula singletons from both s(A)
and ! \ s(A) in the case when ! \ s(A) is di"erent from empty set.

D1, D2 and D3 have no element in common two by two and their union is D! \ {)}.

3

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6

L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6

L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6

L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table 1: Addition table

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0

L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1

L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2

L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3

L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4

L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5

L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table 2: Multiplication table

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.

!"
#$

!"
#$

!"
#$!"

#$
!"

A
#$

B

% C

% D

Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A"B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A"B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A #B,A, B, A "B}

D2 = {(C,D),",#} \ $ = {C,D,C "D,C #D}

D3 = {A " C,A "D,B " C,B "D,A "B " C,A " (C #D), . . .}

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D # (A " B) = B # D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 # D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by element D is

3

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6

L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6

L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6

L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table 1: Addition table

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0

L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1

L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2

L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3

L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4

L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5

L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table 2: Multiplication table

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
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Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A"B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A"B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A #B,A, B, A "B}

D2 = {(C,D),",#} \ $ = {C,D,C "D,C #D}

D3 = {A " C,A "D,B " C,B "D,A "B " C,A " (C #D), . . .}

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D # (A " B) = B # D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 # D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by element D is

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0
L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2
L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3
L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4
L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5
L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table II
MULTIPLICATION TABLE
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Figure 1. Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the
minimal value L0. This qualitative mass is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition
A ! B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A ! B, the hyper-
power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:
D1 is formed by all parts of A ! B, D2 is the set
generated by {(C,D),!,"}\# = {C,D,C !D,C "D}, and
D3 = {A!C,A!D,B!C,B!D,A!B!C,A!(C"D), . . .}.

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D " (A!
B) = B " D according to the model, since D is in the set
D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by
element D is B"D. Whence qmQBCR1(B"D|A!B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A ! B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection
with A ! B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred to
the whole A ! B. Whence qmQBCR1(A ! B|A ! B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A!B) = L0. Since the truth is in A!B,
then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which
are included in A ! B, are not changed in this example, i.e.
qmQBCR1(A|A ! B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A ! B) =
L0. One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned
masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of
other elements (i.e. non focal elements) take by default the value L0.

qmQBCR1(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A !B|A !B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A !B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass
of the element D is transferred to D " (A ! B) = B " D
according to the model, since D is in D2!D3 and the largest
element X in D1 which is contained by D is B"D. Whence
qmQBCR2(B"D|A!B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A!B) =
L0. But, differently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C,
which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection with A ! B
(i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since
A $ A ! B and qm1(A) is different from zero (while other
sets included in A ! B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A ! B) = L1 + L1 = L2, while
qmQBCR2(C|A!B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since
L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained
with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A !B) = L2

B. Example 2
Let’s consider a more complex example related with military

decision support. We assume that the frame ! = {A,B,C, D}
corresponds to the set of four regions under surveillance be-
cause these regions are known to potentially protect some dan-
gerous enemies. The linguistic labels used for specifying qual-
itative masses belong to L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}.
Let’s consider the following prior qualitative mass qm(.)
defined by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

All other masses take the value L0. This qualitative mass is
quasi-normalized since L1+L1+L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
We assume that the military headquarter has decided to bomb
in priority region D because there was a high qualitative
belief on the presence of enemies in zone D according to the
prior qbba qm(.). But let’s suppose that after bombing and
verification, it turns out that the enemies were not in D. The
important question the headquarter is now face to is on how
to revise its prior qualitative belief qm(.) knowing that the
absolute truth is now not in D, i.e. D̄ (the complement of
D) is absolutely true. The problem is a bit different from the
previous one since the conditioning term D̄ in this example
does not belong to the hyper-power set D!. In such case,
one has to work actually directly on the super-power set2 as
proposed in [?] (Chap. 8). D̄ belongs to D! only if Shafer’s
model (or for some other specific hybrid models - see case 2
below) is adopted, i.e. when region D has no overlap with
regions A, B or C. The truth is not in D is in general (but

2The super-power S! is the Boolean algebra (!,",#, C) where C denotes
the complement, while hyper-power set D! corresponds to (!,",#).

Regions of interest

1

! = {!1, !2}

m(!1) + m(!2) = 1

m(!1) + m(!2) + m(!1 ! !2) = 1

m(!1) + m(!2) + m(!1 ! !2) + m(!1 " !2) = 1

Pignistic Entropy

Scans

D1 = {A "B,A, B, A !B,B "D,A ! (B "D), (A "B) ! (B "D)}

0.1 Example 1

A !B

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure ??. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
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Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A!B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A!B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A "B,A, B, A !B}

D2 = {(C,D),!,"} \ # = {C,D,C !D,C "D}

D3 = {A ! C,A !D,B ! C,B !D,A !B ! C,A ! (C "D), . . .}

12



Example # 1 (cont’d)

A. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 1 (QBCR1)
The first QBCR, denoted QBCR1, does the redistribution

of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y ;
• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is

transferred to A.
The mathematical formula for QBCR1 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (3)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS2(X, A)
(4)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to the
addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ?? and
where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) and qS2(X, A)
are defined by:

qS1(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

X#Y

X=max

qm(Y ) (5)

qS2(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A

qm(Y ) (6)

qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of
each element Y in D2 !D3 to the largest element X in D1

and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y
is to A when no such largest element X in D1 exists.

B. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)
The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redis-

tribution of masses, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y (as
QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is
uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A whose (qual-
itative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal
elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then
the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (7)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A)
+ qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A) (8)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to
the addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ??
and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in
(??), qS3(X, A) and qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
qF &=0

qm(Y )
qF

(9)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (10)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of
qualitative focal elements of A.

Scalar division of linguistic label: For the complete deriva-
tion of (??) we need to define the scalar division of labels
involved in (??). We propose the following definition:

Li

j
! L[ i

j ] (11)

for all i & 0 and j > 0 where [ i
j ] is the integer part of i

j ,
i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to i

j . For example,
L5
3 = L[ 53 ] = L1, or L6

3 = L[ 63 ] = L2, etc.

VI. EXAMPLES FOR QBCR1 AND QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels
L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} (for example, L1, L2, L3,
L4 and L5 may represent the values: L1 ! very poor,
L2 ! poor, L3 ! medium, L4 ! good and L5 ! very good,
where the symbol ! means by definition). The addition and
multiplication tables corresponds respectively to Tables ?? and
??.

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6
L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6
L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6
L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table I
ADDITION TABLE

A. Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B,C, D} with the hybrid
model corresponding to the Venn diagram on Figure ??. We
assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

Conditioning event:

2

a) Qualitatitive normalization: If the labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are equidistant, we make
an isomorphism between L and a set of sub-unitary numbers from the interval [0, 1] in the
following way:

Li = i/(n + 1), for all i ! {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1}

and therefore the interval [0, 1] is divided into n + 1 equal parts.

Hence qm(Xi) = Li is equivalent to a quantitative mass m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized
when !

X!D!

m(X) =
!

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1 "
!

X!D!

qm(X) =
!

k

Lik = Ln+1

b) Qualitative quasi-normalization: But, if labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are not equidistant,
then it makes sense to consider a qualitative quasi-normalization, the approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses in the same way:

!

X!D!

qm(X) = Ln+1

1 Examples for QBCR1 and QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels

L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}

(for example, L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 may represent the values:

L1 = very poor

,
L2 = poor

,
L3 = medium

,
L4 = good

and
L5 = very good

, where the symbol = means by definition). The addition and multiplication tables corresponds
respectively to Tables 1 and 2.

1.1 Example 1

A #B

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure 1. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0
L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2
L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3
L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4
L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5
L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table II
MULTIPLICATION TABLE
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Figure 1. Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the
minimal value L0. This qualitative mass is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition
A ! B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A ! B, the hyper-
power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:
D1 is formed by all parts of A ! B, D2 is the set
generated by {(C,D),!,"}\# = {C,D,C !D,C "D}, and
D3 = {A!C,A!D,B!C,B!D,A!B!C,A!(C"D), . . .}.

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D " (A!
B) = B " D according to the model, since D is in the set
D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by
element D is B"D. Whence qmQBCR1(B"D|A!B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A ! B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection
with A ! B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred to
the whole A ! B. Whence qmQBCR1(A ! B|A ! B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A!B) = L0. Since the truth is in A!B,
then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which
are included in A ! B, are not changed in this example, i.e.
qmQBCR1(A|A ! B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A ! B) =
L0. One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned
masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of
other elements (i.e. non focal elements) take by default the value L0.

qmQBCR1(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A !B|A !B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A !B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass
of the element D is transferred to D " (A ! B) = B " D
according to the model, since D is in D2!D3 and the largest
element X in D1 which is contained by D is B"D. Whence
qmQBCR2(B"D|A!B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A!B) =
L0. But, differently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C,
which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection with A ! B
(i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since
A $ A ! B and qm1(A) is different from zero (while other
sets included in A ! B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A ! B) = L1 + L1 = L2, while
qmQBCR2(C|A!B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since
L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained
with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A !B) = L2

B. Example 2
Let’s consider a more complex example related with military

decision support. We assume that the frame ! = {A,B,C, D}
corresponds to the set of four regions under surveillance be-
cause these regions are known to potentially protect some dan-
gerous enemies. The linguistic labels used for specifying qual-
itative masses belong to L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}.
Let’s consider the following prior qualitative mass qm(.)
defined by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

All other masses take the value L0. This qualitative mass is
quasi-normalized since L1+L1+L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
We assume that the military headquarter has decided to bomb
in priority region D because there was a high qualitative
belief on the presence of enemies in zone D according to the
prior qbba qm(.). But let’s suppose that after bombing and
verification, it turns out that the enemies were not in D. The
important question the headquarter is now face to is on how
to revise its prior qualitative belief qm(.) knowing that the
absolute truth is now not in D, i.e. D̄ (the complement of
D) is absolutely true. The problem is a bit different from the
previous one since the conditioning term D̄ in this example
does not belong to the hyper-power set D!. In such case,
one has to work actually directly on the super-power set2 as
proposed in [?] (Chap. 8). D̄ belongs to D! only if Shafer’s
model (or for some other specific hybrid models - see case 2
below) is adopted, i.e. when region D has no overlap with
regions A, B or C. The truth is not in D is in general (but

2The super-power S! is the Boolean algebra (!,",#, C) where C denotes
the complement, while hyper-power set D! corresponds to (!,",#).
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+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6

L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6

L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6

L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table 1: Addition table

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0

L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1

L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2

L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3

L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4

L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5

L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table 2: Multiplication table

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
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Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A"B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A"B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A #B,A, B, A "B}

D2 = {(C,D),",#} \ $ = {C,D,C "D,C #D}

D3 = {A " C,A "D,B " C,B "D,A "B " C,A " (C #D), . . .}

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D # (A " B) = B # D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 # D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by element D is
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+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6

L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6

L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6

L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table 1: Addition table

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0

L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1

L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2

L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3

L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4

L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5

L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table 2: Multiplication table

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
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Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A"B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A"B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A #B,A, B, A "B}

D2 = {(C,D),",#} \ $ = {C,D,C "D,C #D}

D3 = {A " C,A "D,B " C,B "D,A "B " C,A " (C #D), . . .}

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D # (A " B) = B # D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 # D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by element D is

4

B!D. Whence qmQBCR1(B!D|A"B) = L4, while qmQBCR1(D|A"B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2"D3, but C has no intersection with A"B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is
transferred to the whole A"B. Whence qmQBCR1(A"B|A"B) = L1, while qmQBCR1(C|A"B) = L0.
Since the truth is in A"B, then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which are included in
A"B, are not changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A"B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A"B) = L0.
One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass, qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned masses with QBCR11:

qmQBCR1(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A "B|A "B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A "B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass of the element D is transferred to
D!(A"B) = B!D according to the model, since D is in D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which
is contained by D is B !D. Whence qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A "B) = L0.
But, di!erently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C, which is in D2"D3, but C has no intersection
with A " B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since A # A " B and qm1(A) is
di!erent from zero (while other sets included in A"B have the qualitative mass equal to L0). Whence
qmQBCR2(A|A"B) = L1+L1 = L2, while qmQBCR2(C|A"B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore
the result obtained with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L2

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of other elements (i.e. non focal elements)

take by default the value L0.
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B!D. Whence qmQBCR1(B!D|A"B) = L4, while qmQBCR1(D|A"B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2"D3, but C has no intersection with A"B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is
transferred to the whole A"B. Whence qmQBCR1(A"B|A"B) = L1, while qmQBCR1(C|A"B) = L0.
Since the truth is in A"B, then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which are included in
A"B, are not changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A"B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A"B) = L0.
One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass, qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned masses with QBCR11:

qmQBCR1(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A "B|A "B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A "B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass of the element D is transferred to
D!(A"B) = B!D according to the model, since D is in D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which
is contained by D is B !D. Whence qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A "B) = L0.
But, di!erently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C, which is in D2"D3, but C has no intersection
with A " B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since A # A " B and qm1(A) is
di!erent from zero (while other sets included in A"B have the qualitative mass equal to L0). Whence
qmQBCR2(A|A"B) = L1+L1 = L2, while qmQBCR2(C|A"B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore
the result obtained with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L2

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of other elements (i.e. non focal elements)

take by default the value L0.

With QBCR1

All other 
masses 
take the 
value L0
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qm(D) = L4 is transferred to D!(A"B) = B!D,
since D is in the set D2 !D3 and the largest ele-
ment X in D1 which is contained by element D is
B !D.

qm(C) = L1, which is in D2 "D3 (but C has an
empty intersection with A " B), is transferred to
A "B.

qm(A) = L1, which is already in D1 is unchanged
by the conditioning.

Whence qmQBCR1(A " B|A " B) = L1, while
qmQBCR1(C|A " B) = L0. Since the truth is in
A"B, then the qualitative masses of the elements
A and B, which are included in A " B, are not
changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A "
B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A "B) = L0. One sees
that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred
to D ! (A " B) = B !D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 ! D3 and the largest el-
ement X in D1 which is contained by element D

is B !D. Whence qmQBCR1(B !D|A"B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A " B) = L0. The qualita-
tive mass of element C, which is in D2 "D3, but
C has no intersection with A " B (i.e. the in-
tersection is empty), is transferred to the whole
A " B. Whence qmQBCR1(A " B|A " B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A " B) = L0. Since the truth
is in A"B, then the qualitative masses of the ele-
ments A and B, which are included in A "B, are
not changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A"
B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A "B) = L0. One sees
that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative
conditioned masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since

qmQBCR1(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A "B|A "B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A "B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qual-
itative mass of the element D is transferred to D!
(A"B) = B!D according to the model, since D is
in D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which
is contained by D is B!D. Whence qmQBCR2(B!
D|A " B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A " B) =
L0. But, di!erently from QBCR1, the qualita-
tive mass of C, which is in D2 " D3, but C has
no intersection with A"B (i.e. the intersection is
empty), is transferred A only since A # A"B and
qm1(A) is di!erent from zero (while other sets in-
cluded in A"B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A"B) = L1+L1 = L2,
while qmQBCR2(C|A"B) = L0. Similarly, the re-
sulting qualitative conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.)
is also quasi-normalized since L4 +L0 +L2 +L0 =
L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained with
QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L2

all the masses of other elements (i.e. non focal elements)

take by default the value L0.
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qm(D) = L4 is transferred to D!(A"B) = B!D,
since D is in the set D2 !D3 and the largest ele-
ment X in D1 which is contained by element D is
B !D.

qm(C) = L1, which is in D2 "D3 (but C has an
empty intersection with A " B), is transferred to
A "B.

qm(A) = L1, which is already in D1 is unchanged
by the conditioning.

Whence qmQBCR1(A " B|A " B) = L1, while
qmQBCR1(C|A " B) = L0. Since the truth is in
A"B, then the qualitative masses of the elements
A and B, which are included in A " B, are not
changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A "
B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A "B) = L0. One sees
that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred
to D ! (A " B) = B !D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 ! D3 and the largest el-
ement X in D1 which is contained by element D

is B !D. Whence qmQBCR1(B !D|A"B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A " B) = L0. The qualita-
tive mass of element C, which is in D2 "D3, but
C has no intersection with A " B (i.e. the in-
tersection is empty), is transferred to the whole
A " B. Whence qmQBCR1(A " B|A " B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A " B) = L0. Since the truth
is in A"B, then the qualitative masses of the ele-
ments A and B, which are included in A "B, are
not changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A"
B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A "B) = L0. One sees
that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative
conditioned masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since

qmQBCR1(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A "B|A "B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A "B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qual-
itative mass of the element D is transferred to D!
(A"B) = B!D according to the model, since D is
in D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which
is contained by D is B!D. Whence qmQBCR2(B!
D|A " B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A " B) =
L0. But, di!erently from QBCR1, the qualita-
tive mass of C, which is in D2 " D3, but C has
no intersection with A"B (i.e. the intersection is
empty), is transferred A only since A # A"B and
qm1(A) is di!erent from zero (while other sets in-
cluded in A"B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A"B) = L1+L1 = L2,
while qmQBCR2(C|A"B) = L0. Similarly, the re-
sulting qualitative conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.)
is also quasi-normalized since L4 +L0 +L2 +L0 =
L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained with
QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L2

all the masses of other elements (i.e. non focal elements)

take by default the value L0.
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qm(D) = L4 is transferred to D!(A"B) = B!D,
since D is in the set D2 !D3 and the largest ele-
ment X in D1 which is contained by element D is
B !D.

qm(C) = L1, which is in D2 "D3 (but C has an
empty intersection with A " B), is transferred to
A "B.

qm(A) = L1, which is already in D1 is unchanged
by the conditioning.

Whence qmQBCR1(A " B|A " B) = L1, while
qmQBCR1(C|A " B) = L0. Since the truth is in
A"B, then the qualitative masses of the elements
A and B, which are included in A " B, are not
changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A "
B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A "B) = L0. One sees
that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred
to D ! (A " B) = B !D according to the model,
since D is in the set D2 ! D3 and the largest el-
ement X in D1 which is contained by element D

is B !D. Whence qmQBCR1(B !D|A"B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A " B) = L0. The qualita-
tive mass of element C, which is in D2 "D3, but
C has no intersection with A " B (i.e. the in-
tersection is empty), is transferred to the whole
A " B. Whence qmQBCR1(A " B|A " B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A " B) = L0. Since the truth
is in A"B, then the qualitative masses of the ele-
ments A and B, which are included in A "B, are
not changed in this example, i.e. qmQBCR1(A|A"
B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A "B) = L0. One sees
that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative
conditioned masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since

qmQBCR1(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A "B|A "B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A "B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qual-
itative mass of the element D is transferred to D!
(A"B) = B!D according to the model, since D is
in D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which
is contained by D is B!D. Whence qmQBCR2(B!
D|A " B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A " B) =
L0. But, di!erently from QBCR1, the qualita-
tive mass of C, which is in D2 " D3, but C has
no intersection with A"B (i.e. the intersection is
empty), is transferred A only since A # A"B and
qm1(A) is di!erent from zero (while other sets in-
cluded in A"B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A"B) = L1+L1 = L2,
while qmQBCR2(C|A"B) = L0. Similarly, the re-
sulting qualitative conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.)
is also quasi-normalized since L4 +L0 +L2 +L0 =
L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained with
QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B !D|A "B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L2

all the masses of other elements (i.e. non focal elements)

take by default the value L0.

With QBCR2
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qm(D) = L4 is transferred to D!(A"B) = B!D,
since D is in the set D2 !D3 and the largest ele-
ment X in D1 which is contained by element D is
B !D.

qm(C) = L1, which is in D2 "D3 (but C has an
empty intersection with A " B), is transferred to
A "B.

qm(A) = L1, which is already in D1 is unchanged
by the conditioning.

Analogously to QBCR1, qm(D) = L4 is trans-
ferred to D ! (A "B) = B !D.

But, di!erently from QBCR1, qm(C) = L1, which
is in D2 " D3 (but C has an empty intersection
with A " B), is transferred to A only since A #
A " B and qm(A) is di!erent from zero (while
other sets included in A " B have the qualitative
mass equal to L0).

4

qm(D) = L4 is transferred to D!(A"B) = B!D,
since D is in the set D2 !D3 and the largest ele-
ment X in D1 which is contained by element D is
B !D.

qm(C) = L1, which is in D2 "D3 (but C has an
empty intersection with A " B), is transferred to
A "B.

qm(A) = L1, which is already in D1 is unchanged
by the conditioning.

Analogously to QBCR1, qm(D) = L4 is trans-
ferred to D ! (A "B) = B !D.

But, di!erently from QBCR1, qm(C) = L1, which
is in D2 "D3, but C ! A " B) = #, is transferred
to A only since A $ A"B and qm(A) %= L0 while
other sets included in A " B have the qualitative
mass equal to L0.
Whence qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L1 + L1 = L2

, while qmQBCR2(C|A "B) = L0.

qm(A)

qm(C)

Similarly, the resulting qualitative conditional
mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since
L4 + L0 + L2 + L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore the
result obtained with QBCR2 is:
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qm(D) = L4 is transferred to D!(A"B) = B!D,
since D is in the set D2 !D3 and the largest ele-
ment X in D1 which is contained by element D is
B !D.

qm(C) = L1, which is in D2 "D3 (but C has an
empty intersection with A " B), is transferred to
A "B.

qm(A) = L1, which is already in D1 is unchanged
by the conditioning.

Analogously to QBCR1, qm(D) = L4 is trans-
ferred to D ! (A "B) = B !D.

But, di!erently from QBCR1, qm(C) = L1, which
is in D2 "D3, but C ! A " B) = #, is transferred
to A only since A $ A"B and qm(A) %= L0 while
other sets included in A " B have the qualitative
mass equal to L0.
Whence qmQBCR2(A|A "B) = L1 + L1 = L2

, while qmQBCR2(C|A "B) = L0.
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result obtained with QBCR2 is:
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! = {!1, !2}

m(!1) + m(!2) = 1

m(!1) + m(!2) + m(!1 ! !2) = 1

m(!1) + m(!2) + m(!1 ! !2) + m(!1 " !2) = 1

Pignistic Entropy

Scans

D1 = {A "B,A, B, A !B,B "D,A ! (B "D), (A "B) ! (B "D)}

0.1 Example 1

A !B

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure ??. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
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Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A!B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A!B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A "B,A, B, A !B}

D2 = {(C,D),!,"} \ # = {C,D,C !D,C "D}

D3 = {A ! C,A !D,B ! C,B !D,A !B ! C,A ! (C "D), . . .}
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Example # 2

A. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 1 (QBCR1)
The first QBCR, denoted QBCR1, does the redistribution

of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y ;
• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is

transferred to A.
The mathematical formula for QBCR1 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (3)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS2(X, A)
(4)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to the
addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ?? and
where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) and qS2(X, A)
are defined by:

qS1(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

X#Y

X=max

qm(Y ) (5)

qS2(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A

qm(Y ) (6)

qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of
each element Y in D2 !D3 to the largest element X in D1

and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y
is to A when no such largest element X in D1 exists.

B. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)
The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redis-

tribution of masses, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y (as
QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is
uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A whose (qual-
itative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal
elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then
the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (7)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A)
+ qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A) (8)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to
the addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ??
and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in
(??), qS3(X, A) and qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
qF &=0

qm(Y )
qF

(9)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (10)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of
qualitative focal elements of A.

Scalar division of linguistic label: For the complete deriva-
tion of (??) we need to define the scalar division of labels
involved in (??). We propose the following definition:

Li

j
! L[ i

j ] (11)

for all i & 0 and j > 0 where [ i
j ] is the integer part of i

j ,
i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to i

j . For example,
L5
3 = L[ 53 ] = L1, or L6

3 = L[ 63 ] = L2, etc.

VI. EXAMPLES FOR QBCR1 AND QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels
L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} (for example, L1, L2, L3,
L4 and L5 may represent the values: L1 ! very poor,
L2 ! poor, L3 ! medium, L4 ! good and L5 ! very good,
where the symbol ! means by definition). The addition and
multiplication tables corresponds respectively to Tables ?? and
??.

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6
L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6
L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6
L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table I
ADDITION TABLE

A. Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B,C, D} with the hybrid
model corresponding to the Venn diagram on Figure ??. We
assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

2

a) Qualitatitive normalization: If the labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are equidistant, we make
an isomorphism between L and a set of sub-unitary numbers from the interval [0, 1] in the
following way:

Li = i/(n + 1), for all i ! {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1}

and therefore the interval [0, 1] is divided into n + 1 equal parts.

Hence qm(Xi) = Li is equivalent to a quantitative mass m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized
when !

X!D!

m(X) =
!

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1"
!

X!D!

qm(X) =
!

k

Lik = Ln+1

b) Qualitative quasi-normalization: But, if labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are not equidistant,
then it makes sense to consider a qualitative quasi-normalization, the approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses in the same way:

!

X!D!

qm(X) = Ln+1

1 Examples for QBCR1 and QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels

L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}

(for example, L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 may represent the values:

L1 = very poor

,
L2 = poor

,
L3 = medium

,
L4 = good

and
L5 = very good

, where the symbol = means by definition). The addition and multiplication tables corresponds
respectively to Tables ?? and ??.

1.1 Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure ??. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

Labels: 
very poor poor medium good very good

Input (prior qualitative masses):

After bombing, it turns out that enemies were not in D.

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0
L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2
L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3
L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4
L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5
L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table II
MULTIPLICATION TABLE
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Figure 1. Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the
minimal value L0. This qualitative mass is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition
A ! B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A ! B, the hyper-
power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:
D1 is formed by all parts of A ! B, D2 is the set
generated by {(C,D),!,"}\# = {C,D,C !D,C "D}, and
D3 = {A!C,A!D,B!C,B!D,A!B!C,A!(C"D), . . .}.

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D " (A!
B) = B " D according to the model, since D is in the set
D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by
element D is B"D. Whence qmQBCR1(B"D|A!B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A ! B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection
with A ! B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred to
the whole A ! B. Whence qmQBCR1(A ! B|A ! B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A!B) = L0. Since the truth is in A!B,
then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which
are included in A ! B, are not changed in this example, i.e.
qmQBCR1(A|A ! B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A ! B) =
L0. One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned
masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of
other elements (i.e. non focal elements) take by default the value L0.

qmQBCR1(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A !B|A !B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A !B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass
of the element D is transferred to D " (A ! B) = B " D
according to the model, since D is in D2!D3 and the largest
element X in D1 which is contained by D is B"D. Whence
qmQBCR2(B"D|A!B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A!B) =
L0. But, differently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C,
which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection with A ! B
(i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since
A $ A ! B and qm1(A) is different from zero (while other
sets included in A ! B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A ! B) = L1 + L1 = L2, while
qmQBCR2(C|A!B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since
L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained
with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A !B) = L2

B. Example 2
Let’s consider a more complex example related with military

decision support. We assume that the frame ! = {A,B,C, D}
corresponds to the set of four regions under surveillance be-
cause these regions are known to potentially protect some dan-
gerous enemies. The linguistic labels used for specifying qual-
itative masses belong to L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}.
Let’s consider the following prior qualitative mass qm(.)
defined by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

All other masses take the value L0. This qualitative mass is
quasi-normalized since L1+L1+L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
We assume that the military headquarter has decided to bomb
in priority region D because there was a high qualitative
belief on the presence of enemies in zone D according to the
prior qbba qm(.). But let’s suppose that after bombing and
verification, it turns out that the enemies were not in D. The
important question the headquarter is now face to is on how
to revise its prior qualitative belief qm(.) knowing that the
absolute truth is now not in D, i.e. D̄ (the complement of
D) is absolutely true. The problem is a bit different from the
previous one since the conditioning term D̄ in this example
does not belong to the hyper-power set D!. In such case,
one has to work actually directly on the super-power set2 as
proposed in [?] (Chap. 8). D̄ belongs to D! only if Shafer’s
model (or for some other specific hybrid models - see case 2
below) is adopted, i.e. when region D has no overlap with
regions A, B or C. The truth is not in D is in general (but

2The super-power S! is the Boolean algebra (!,",#, C) where C denotes
the complement, while hyper-power set D! corresponds to (!,",#).

4 Regions of interest

Scenario: Military headquarter bombs region D.

Question: How to compute qm(.|not in D) ?

Two cases are examined:

with Shafer’s model or with some specific hybrid models) not
equivalent to the truth is in A ! B ! C but with the truth is
in D̄. That’s why the following two cases need to be analyzed:

• Case 1: D̄ "= A !B ! C.
If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
it is clear that D̄ "= A !B ! C.
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Figure 2. Venn Diagram for case 1

The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the fol-
lowing:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;
– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \

{#})\ (D1!D2); thus D3 is formed by all elements
from S! which have the form of unions of some
element(s) from D1 and some element(s) from D2,
or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

In our particular example: D1 is formed by all non-empty
parts of D̄; D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of D;
D3 = {A,B, C, A !D,B !D,A !B, . . .}.

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
A ! B ! C; D2 = {D}; D3 = {A ! D,B ! D,C !
D,A ! B ! D,A ! C ! D,B ! C ! D,A ! B ! C !
D, (A $B) !D, (A $B $ C) !D, ...}.
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Figure 3. Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
! = {A,B, C, D} and L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} but
with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L3, qm(D) = L2

3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
regions are well separate/distinct.

with Shafer’s model or with some specific hybrid models) not
equivalent to the truth is in A ! B ! C but with the truth is
in D̄. That’s why the following two cases need to be analyzed:

• Case 1: D̄ "= A !B ! C.
If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
it is clear that D̄ "= A !B ! C.
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Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
A ! B ! C; D2 = {D}; D3 = {A ! D,B ! D,C !
D,A ! B ! D,A ! C ! D,B ! C ! D,A ! B ! C !
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a) Using QBCR1: one gets
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b) Using QBCR2: one gets
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qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
! = {A,B, C, D} and L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} but
with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L3, qm(D) = L2

3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
regions are well separate/distinct.
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in D̄. That’s why the following two cases need to be analyzed:
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If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
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The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the fol-
lowing:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;
– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \

{#})\ (D1!D2); thus D3 is formed by all elements
from S! which have the form of unions of some
element(s) from D1 and some element(s) from D2,
or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

In our particular example: D1 is formed by all non-empty
parts of D̄; D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of D;
D3 = {A,B, C, A !D,B !D,A !B, . . .}.

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:
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qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets
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qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
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Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
! = {A,B, C, D} and L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} but
with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L3, qm(D) = L2

3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
regions are well separate/distinct.
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– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 =
(S!\{!})\(D1"D2); thus D3 is formed
by all elements from S! which have the
form of unions of some element(s) from
D1 and some element(s) from D2, or
by all elements from S! that overlap
A and Ā.

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ only}

D2 = {all non-empty parts of D only}
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qmQBCR2(C # D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one
gets quasi-normalized qualitative belief masses.
The results indicate that zones A and C

have the same level of qualitative belief after
the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just com-
mits the higher belief to the whole zone A"
B"C which represents actually the less spe-
cific information, while QBRC2 commits equal
beliefs to the restricted zones A # D̄ and
C # D̄ only. As far as only the minimal sur-
face of the zone to bomb is concerned (and
if zones A # D̄ and C # D̄ have the same
surface), then a random decision has to be
taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be
taking into account in the decision process in
such situation if the random decision choice
is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A " B " C. This case occurs
only when D#(A"B"C) = ! as for example
to the following model2. In this second case,
”the truth is not in D” is equivalent to ”the
truth is in A " B " C”. The decomposition
is the following: D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A"B "C; D2 = {D}; D3 =
{A " D,B " D,C " D,A " B " D,A " C "
D,B"C"D,A"B"C"D, (A#B)"D, (A#
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qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be
drawn for the case 2. Note that in this case, there
is uncertainty in the decision to bomb zone A or
zone C because they have the same supporting
belief. The only di!erence with respect to case
1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one
chosen - A or C) will remain larger than in case
1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C

for this model.

2This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s

model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.
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belief. The only di!erence with respect to case
1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one
chosen - A or C) will remain larger than in case
1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C

for this model.

2This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s

model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.
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Bel1(A|B) =
Bel1(A ! B̄) " Bel1(B̄)

1 " Bel1(B̄)

Pl1(A|B) =
Pl1(A # B)

Pl1(B)

where Pl(.) denotes the plausibility function.

m1(.|A) = [m1 $ m2](.)

where !
"

#
m2(A) = 1

$ = Dempster’s rule

We could replace $ Dempster’s rule by any other $ fusion rules.

2 BCRBCRBCR

Let ! = {!1, !2, . . . , !n}, n % 2, the hyper-power set D! and a bba m(.) : D! &' [0, 1].
Suppose one finds out (or one assumes) that the truth is in the set A ( D! \ {)}.
We split D! \ {)} into 3 subsets which have no element in common, i.e.

D! \ {)} = D1 ! D2 ! D3

Let PD(A) = 2A # D! \ {)}, i.e. all non-empty parts (subsets) of A which are included in D!.
Let’s consider the normal cases when A *= ) and

$
Y !PD(A) m(Y ) > 0. For the degenerate case when

the truth is in A = ), we consider Smets’ open-world, which means that there are other hypotheses
!" = {!n+1, !n+2, . . . !n+m}, m % 1, and the truth is in A ( D!! \ {)}. If A = ) and we consider
a close-world, then it means that the problem is impossible. For another degenerate case, when
$

Y !PD(A) m(Y ) = 0, i.e. when the source gave us a totally (100%) wrong information m(.), then, we
define: m(A|A) ! 1 and, as a consequence, m(X|A) = 0 for any X *= A.

Let s(A) = {!i1 , !i2 , . . . , !ip}, 1 + p + n, be the singletons/atoms that compose A (For example, if
A = !1 ! (!3 # !4) then s(A) = {!1, !3, !4}.). We consider three subsets of D! \ ), generated by A:

• D1 = PD(A), the parts of A which are included in the hyper-power set, except the empty set;

• D2 = {(! \ s(A)),!,#} \ {)}, i.e. the sub-hyper-power set generated by ! \ s(A) under ! and
#, without the empty set.

• D3 = (D! \ {)}) " (D1 ! D2); each set from D3 has in its formula singletons from both s(A)
and ! \ s(A) in the case when ! \ s(A) is di"erent from empty set.

D1, D2 and D3 have no element in common two by two and their union is D! \ {)}.

with

A. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 1 (QBCR1)
The first QBCR, denoted QBCR1, does the redistribution

of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y ;
• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is

transferred to A.
The mathematical formula for QBCR1 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (3)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS2(X, A)
(4)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to the
addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ?? and
where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) and qS2(X, A)
are defined by:

qS1(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

X#Y

X=max

qm(Y ) (5)

qS2(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A

qm(Y ) (6)

qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of
each element Y in D2 !D3 to the largest element X in D1

and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y
is to A when no such largest element X in D1 exists.

B. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)
The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redis-

tribution of masses, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y (as
QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is
uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A whose (qual-
itative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal
elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then
the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (7)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A)
+ qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A) (8)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to
the addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ??
and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in
(??), qS3(X, A) and qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
qF &=0

qm(Y )
qF

(9)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (10)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of
qualitative focal elements of A.

Scalar division of linguistic label: For the complete deriva-
tion of (??) we need to define the scalar division of labels
involved in (??). We propose the following definition:

Li

j
! L[ i

j ] (11)

for all i & 0 and j > 0 where [ i
j ] is the integer part of i

j ,
i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to i

j . For example,
L5
3 = L[ 53 ] = L1, or L6

3 = L[ 63 ] = L2, etc.

VI. EXAMPLES FOR QBCR1 AND QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels
L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} (for example, L1, L2, L3,
L4 and L5 may represent the values: L1 ! very poor,
L2 ! poor, L3 ! medium, L4 ! good and L5 ! very good,
where the symbol ! means by definition). The addition and
multiplication tables corresponds respectively to Tables ?? and
??.

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6
L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6
L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6
L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table I
ADDITION TABLE

A. Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B,C, D} with the hybrid
model corresponding to the Venn diagram on Figure ??. We
assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4Input:
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– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 =
(S!\{!})\(D1"D2); thus D3 is formed
by all elements from S! which have the
form of unions of some element(s) from
D1 and some element(s) from D2, or
by all elements from S! that overlap
A and Ā.

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ only}

D2 = {all non-empty parts of D only}

D3 = {A,B, C, A "D,B "D,A "B, . . .}

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A # D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C # D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A # D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C # D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one
gets quasi-normalized qualitative belief masses.
The results indicate that zones A and C

have the same level of qualitative belief after
the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just com-
mits the higher belief to the whole zone A"
B"C which represents actually the less spe-
cific information, while QBRC2 commits equal
beliefs to the restricted zones A # D̄ and
C # D̄ only. As far as only the minimal sur-
face of the zone to bomb is concerned (and
if zones A # D̄ and C # D̄ have the same
surface), then a random decision has to be
taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be
taking into account in the decision process in
such situation if the random decision choice
is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A " B " C. This case occurs
only when D#(A"B"C) = ! as for example
to the following model2. In this second case,
”the truth is not in D” is equivalent to ”the
truth is in A " B " C”. The decomposition
is the following: D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A"B "C; D2 = {D}; D3 =
{A " D,B " D,C " D,A " B " D,A " C "
D,B"C"D,A"B"C"D, (A#B)"D, (A#
B # C) "D, ...}.

!"
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!"
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!"
#$!"

A
#$

B

#%
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&D

Figure 2: Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A "B " C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be
drawn for the case 2. Note that in this case, there
is uncertainty in the decision to bomb zone A or
zone C because they have the same supporting
belief. The only di!erence with respect to case
1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one
chosen - A or C) will remain larger than in case
1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C

for this model.

2This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s

model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.
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Figure 2: Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A "B " C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be
drawn for the case 2. Note that in this case, there
is uncertainty in the decision to bomb zone A or
zone C because they have the same supporting
belief. The only di!erence with respect to case
1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one
chosen - A or C) will remain larger than in case
1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C

for this model.

2This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s

model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.
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• Case 1: D̄ != A "B " C.

The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the following:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;

– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \ {#}) \ (D1 " D2); thus D3 is formed by all
elements from S! which have the form of unions of some element(s) from D1 and some
element(s) from D2, or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ only}

D2 = {all non-empty parts of D only}

D3 = {A,B, C, A "D,B "D,A "B, . . .}

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

With QBCR1-2, one gets quasi-normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate that
zones A and C have the same level of qualitative belief after the conditioning which is normal.

QBRC1 is more prudent tahn QBCR2 since it commits the higher belief to the whole zone
A " B " C (i.e. the less specific information), while QBRC2 commits equal beliefs to the re-
stricted zones A $ D̄ and C $ D̄ only.

• Case 2: D̄ = A " B " C. This case occurs only when D $ (A " B " C) = # as for example to
the following model1. In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent to ”the truth
is in A " B " C”. The decomposition is the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
A "B " C; D2 = {D}; D3 = {A "D,B "D,C "D,A "B "D,A " C "D,B " C "D,A "B "
C "D, (A $B) "D, (A $B $ C) "D, ...}.

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A "B " C|D̄) = L4

1This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.

1

! = {!1, !2}

m(!1) + m(!2) = 1

m(!1) + m(!2) + m(!1 ! !2) = 1

m(!1) + m(!2) + m(!1 ! !2) + m(!1 " !2) = 1

Pignistic Entropy

Scans

D1 = {A "B,A, B, A !B,B "D,A ! (B "D), (A "B) ! (B "D)}

0.1 Example 1

In QBCR2, we considered a dynamic qualitative set of focal elements.

A !B

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure 1. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the minimal value L0. This qualitative
mass is quasi-normalized since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
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#$
!"

A
#$

B

% C

% D

Figure 1: Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition A!B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A!B,
the hyper-power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:

D1 = {A "B,A, B, A !B}

D2 = {(C,D),!,"} \ # = {C,D,C !D,C "D}

4

• Case 1: D̄ != A "B " C.

The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the following:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;

– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \ {#}) \ (D1 " D2); thus D3 is formed by all
elements from S! which have the form of unions of some element(s) from D1 and some
element(s) from D2, or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ only}

D2 = {all non-empty parts of D only}

D3 = {A,B, C, A "D,B "D,A "B, . . .}

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

With QBCR1-2, one gets quasi-normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate that
zones A and C have the same level of qualitative belief after the conditioning which is normal.

QBRC1 is more prudent tahn QBCR2 since it commits the higher belief to the whole non de-
stroyed zone of A"B"C (i.e. the less specific information), while QBRC2 commits equal beliefs
to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and C $ D̄ only.

• Case 2: D̄ = A " B " C. This case occurs only when D $ (A " B " C) = # as for example to
the following model1. In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent to ”the truth is
in A "B " C”. The decomposition is the following:

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ = A "B " C}

D2 = {D}
1This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.
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Example # 2 (case 2)

with Shafer’s model or with some specific hybrid models) not
equivalent to the truth is in A ! B ! C but with the truth is
in D̄. That’s why the following two cases need to be analyzed:

• Case 1: D̄ "= A !B ! C.
If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
it is clear that D̄ "= A !B ! C.
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Figure 2. Venn Diagram for case 1

The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the fol-
lowing:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;
– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \

{#})\ (D1!D2); thus D3 is formed by all elements
from S! which have the form of unions of some
element(s) from D1 and some element(s) from D2,
or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

In our particular example: D1 is formed by all non-empty
parts of D̄; D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of D;
D3 = {A,B, C, A !D,B !D,A !B, . . .}.

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
A ! B ! C; D2 = {D}; D3 = {A ! D,B ! D,C !
D,A ! B ! D,A ! C ! D,B ! C ! D,A ! B ! C !
D, (A $B) !D, (A $B $ C) !D, ...}.
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Figure 3. Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
! = {A,B, C, D} and L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} but
with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L3, qm(D) = L2

3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
regions are well separate/distinct.
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Figure 2. Venn Diagram for case 1

The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the fol-
lowing:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;
– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \

{#})\ (D1!D2); thus D3 is formed by all elements
from S! which have the form of unions of some
element(s) from D1 and some element(s) from D2,
or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

In our particular example: D1 is formed by all non-empty
parts of D̄; D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of D;
D3 = {A,B, C, A !D,B !D,A !B, . . .}.

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
A ! B ! C; D2 = {D}; D3 = {A ! D,B ! D,C !
D,A ! B ! D,A ! C ! D,B ! C ! D,A ! B ! C !
D, (A $B) !D, (A $B $ C) !D, ...}.
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Figure 3. Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
! = {A,B, C, D} and L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} but
with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L3, qm(D) = L2

3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
regions are well separate/distinct.

= destroyed
zone

A. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 1 (QBCR1)
The first QBCR, denoted QBCR1, does the redistribution

of masses in a pessimistic/prudent way, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y ;
• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is

transferred to A.
The mathematical formula for QBCR1 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (3)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR1(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A) + qS2(X, A)
(4)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to the
addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ?? and
where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) and qS2(X, A)
are defined by:

qS1(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

X#Y

X=max

qm(Y ) (5)

qS2(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A

qm(Y ) (6)

qS1(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of qualitative mass of
each element Y in D2 !D3 to the largest element X in D1

and qS2(X, A) corresponds to the transfer of the mass of Y
is to A when no such largest element X in D1 exists.

B. Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rule no 2 (QBCR2)
The second QBCR, denoted QBCR2, does a uniform redis-

tribution of masses, as follows:
• transfer the mass of each element Y in D2 !D3 to the

largest element X in D1 which is contained by Y (as
QBCR1 does);

• if no such X element exists, then the mass of Y is
uniformly redistributed to all subsets of A whose (qual-
itative) masses are not L0 (i.e. to all qualitative focal
elements included in A).

• if there is no qualitative focal element included in A, then
the mass of Y is transferred to A.

The mathematical formula for QBCR2 is then given by:
• If X /" D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = Lmin # L0 (7)

• If X " D1,

qmQBCR2(X|A) = qm(X) + qS1(X, A)
+ qS3(X, A) + qS4(X, A) (8)

where the addition operator involved in (??) corresponds to
the addition operator on linguistic labels defined in section ??
and where the qualitative summations qS1(X, A) is defined in
(??), qS3(X, A) and qS4(X, A) by:

qS3(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
qF &=0

qm(Y )
qF

(9)

qS4(X, A) !
!

Y !D2"D3

Y $A=%
X=A,qF =0

qm(Y ), (10)

where qF ! Card{Z|Z $ A, qm(Z) %= L0} = number of
qualitative focal elements of A.

Scalar division of linguistic label: For the complete deriva-
tion of (??) we need to define the scalar division of labels
involved in (??). We propose the following definition:

Li

j
! L[ i

j ] (11)

for all i & 0 and j > 0 where [ i
j ] is the integer part of i

j ,
i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to i

j . For example,
L5
3 = L[ 53 ] = L1, or L6

3 = L[ 63 ] = L2, etc.

VI. EXAMPLES FOR QBCR1 AND QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels
L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} (for example, L1, L2, L3,
L4 and L5 may represent the values: L1 ! very poor,
L2 ! poor, L3 ! medium, L4 ! good and L5 ! very good,
where the symbol ! means by definition). The addition and
multiplication tables corresponds respectively to Tables ?? and
??.

+ L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
L1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6
L2 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6
L3 L3 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6
L4 L4 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L5 L5 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6
L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6 L6

Table I
ADDITION TABLE

A. Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B,C, D} with the hybrid
model corresponding to the Venn diagram on Figure ??. We
assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4Input:

5

• Case 1: D̄ != A "B " C.

The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the following:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;

– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \ {#}) \ (D1 " D2); thus D3 is formed by all
elements from S! which have the form of unions of some element(s) from D1 and some
element(s) from D2, or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ only}

D2 = {all non-empty parts of D only}

D3 = {A,B, C, A "D,B "D,A "B, . . .}

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

With QBCR1-2, one gets quasi-normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate that
zones A and C have the same level of qualitative belief after the conditioning which is normal.

QBRC1 is more prudent tahn QBCR2 since it commits the higher belief to the whole zone
A " B " C (i.e. the less specific information), while QBRC2 commits equal beliefs to the re-
stricted zones A $ D̄ and C $ D̄ only.

• Case 2: D̄ = A " B " C. This case occurs only when D $ (A " B " C) = # as for example to
the following model1. In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent to ”the truth is
in A "B " C”. The decomposition is the following:

D1 = {all non-empty parts of D̄ = A "B " C}

D2 = {D}
1This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all regions are well separate/distinct.
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D3 = {A!D,B!D,C!D,A!B!D,A!C!D,B!C!D,A!B!C!D, (A"B)!D, (A"B"C)!D, ...}
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Figure 2: Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for the case 2. Note that in this case, there is
uncertainty in the decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the same supporting belief.
The only di!erence with respect to case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen - A

or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C for this model.

2

Bel1(A|B) =
Bel1(A ! B̄) " Bel1(B̄)

1 " Bel1(B̄)

Pl1(A|B) =
Pl1(A # B)

Pl1(B)

where Pl(.) denotes the plausibility function.

m1(.|A) = [m1 $ m2](.)

where !
"

#
m2(A) = 1

$ = Dempster’s rule

We could replace $ Dempster’s rule by any other $ fusion rules.

2 BCRBCRBCR

Let ! = {!1, !2, . . . , !n}, n % 2, the hyper-power set D! and a bba m(.) : D! &' [0, 1].
Suppose one finds out (or one assumes) that the truth is in the set A ( D! \ {)}.
We split D! \ {)} into 3 subsets which have no element in common, i.e.

D! \ {)} = D1 ! D2 ! D3

Let PD(A) = 2A # D! \ {)}, i.e. all non-empty parts (subsets) of A which are included in D!.
Let’s consider the normal cases when A *= ) and

$
Y !PD(A) m(Y ) > 0. For the degenerate case when

the truth is in A = ), we consider Smets’ open-world, which means that there are other hypotheses
!" = {!n+1, !n+2, . . . !n+m}, m % 1, and the truth is in A ( D!! \ {)}. If A = ) and we consider
a close-world, then it means that the problem is impossible. For another degenerate case, when
$

Y !PD(A) m(Y ) = 0, i.e. when the source gave us a totally (100%) wrong information m(.), then, we
define: m(A|A) ! 1 and, as a consequence, m(X|A) = 0 for any X *= A.

Let s(A) = {!i1 , !i2 , . . . , !ip}, 1 + p + n, be the singletons/atoms that compose A (For example, if
A = !1 ! (!3 # !4) then s(A) = {!1, !3, !4}.). We consider three subsets of D! \ ), generated by A:

• D1 = PD(A), the parts of A which are included in the hyper-power set, except the empty set;

• D2 = {(! \ s(A)),!,#} \ {)}, i.e. the sub-hyper-power set generated by ! \ s(A) under ! and
#, without the empty set.

• D3 = (D! \ {)}) " (D1 ! D2); each set from D3 has in its formula singletons from both s(A)
and ! \ s(A) in the case when ! \ s(A) is di"erent from empty set.

D1, D2 and D3 have no element in common two by two and their union is D! \ {)}.

with
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a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for the case 2. Note that in this case, there is
uncertainty in the decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the same supporting belief.
The only di!erence with respect to case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen - A

or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C for this model.
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Figure 2: Venn Diagram for case 2

a) Using QBCR1: one gets

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same conclusion as for case 1. There is uncertainty in the decision to next zone to destroy (A or C)
because they have the same supporting belief. The only di!erence with respect to case 1, it that the
zone to be bombed will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no intersection with A, B and C

for this model.
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Example # 3 (unconventional bombing strategy)

2

a) Qualitatitive normalization: If the labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are equidistant, we make
an isomorphism between L and a set of sub-unitary numbers from the interval [0, 1] in the
following way:

Li = i/(n + 1), for all i ! {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1}

and therefore the interval [0, 1] is divided into n + 1 equal parts.

Hence qm(Xi) = Li is equivalent to a quantitative mass m(Xi) = i/(n + 1) which is normalized
when !

X!D!

m(X) =
!

k

ik/(n + 1) = 1"
!

X!D!

qm(X) =
!

k

Lik = Ln+1

b) Qualitative quasi-normalization: But, if labels L0, L1, L2, . . ., Ln, Ln+1 are not equidistant,
then it makes sense to consider a qualitative quasi-normalization, the approximation of the
(classical) numerical normalization for the qualitative masses in the same way:

!

X!D!

qm(X) = Ln+1

1 Examples for QBCR1 and QBCR2

Let’s consider the following set of ordered linguistic labels

L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6}

(for example, L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 may represent the values:

L1 = very poor

,
L2 = poor

,
L3 = medium

,
L4 = good

and
L5 = very good

, where the symbol = means by definition). The addition and multiplication tables corresponds
respectively to Tables ?? and ??.

1.1 Example 1

Let’s consider the frame ! = {A,B, C, D} with the hybrid model corresponding to the Venn diagram
on Figure ??. We assume that the prior qualitative bba qm(.) is given by:

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L1, qm(D) = L4

Labels: 
very poor poor medium good very good

Input (prior qualitative masses):

After bombing, it turns out that enemies were not in D.

! L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0 L0
L1 L0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
L2 L0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2
L3 L0 L1 L2 L3 L3 L3 L3
L4 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L4 L4
L5 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L5
L6 L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Table II
MULTIPLICATION TABLE

!"
#$

!"
#$

!"
#$!"

#$
!"

A
#$

B

% C

% D

Figure 1. Venn Diagram for the hybrid model of Example 1

and the qualitative masses of all other elements of G! take the
minimal value L0. This qualitative mass is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L1 + L4 = L1+1+4 = L6 = Lmax.
If we assume that the conditioning event is the proposition
A ! B, i.e. the absolute truth is in A ! B, the hyper-
power set decomposition (HPSD) is obtained as follows:
D1 is formed by all parts of A ! B, D2 is the set
generated by {(C,D),!,"}\# = {C,D,C !D,C "D}, and
D3 = {A!C,A!D,B!C,B!D,A!B!C,A!(C"D), . . .}.

The qualitative mass of element D is transferred to D " (A!
B) = B " D according to the model, since D is in the set
D2"D3 and the largest element X in D1 which is contained by
element D is B"D. Whence qmQBCR1(B"D|A!B) = L4,
while qmQBCR1(D|A ! B) = L0. The qualitative mass of
element C, which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection
with A ! B (i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred to
the whole A ! B. Whence qmQBCR1(A ! B|A ! B) = L1,
while qmQBCR1(C|A!B) = L0. Since the truth is in A!B,
then the qualitative masses of the elements A and B, which
are included in A ! B, are not changed in this example, i.e.
qmQBCR1(A|A ! B) = L1 and qmQBCR1(B|A ! B) =
L0. One sees that the resulting qualitative conditional mass,
qmQBCR1(.) is also quasi-normalized since

L4 + L0 + L1 + L0 + L1 + L0 = L6 = Lmax

In summary, one gets the following qualitative conditioned
masses with QBCR11:

1Only non minimal linguistic values are given here since all the masses of
other elements (i.e. non focal elements) take by default the value L0.

qmQBCR1(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR1(A !B|A !B) = L1

qmQBCR1(A|A !B) = L1

Analogously to QBCR1, with QBCR2 the qualitative mass
of the element D is transferred to D " (A ! B) = B " D
according to the model, since D is in D2!D3 and the largest
element X in D1 which is contained by D is B"D. Whence
qmQBCR2(B"D|A!B) = L4, while qmQBCR2(D|A!B) =
L0. But, differently from QBCR1, the qualitative mass of C,
which is in D2 ! D3, but C has no intersection with A ! B
(i.e. the intersection is empty), is transferred A only since
A $ A ! B and qm1(A) is different from zero (while other
sets included in A ! B have the qualitative mass equal to
L0). Whence qmQBCR2(A|A ! B) = L1 + L1 = L2, while
qmQBCR2(C|A!B) = L0. Similarly, the resulting qualitative
conditional mass, qmQBCR2(.) is also quasi-normalized since
L4+L0+L2+L0 = L6 = Lmax. Therefore the result obtained
with QBCR2 is:

qmQBCR2(B "D|A !B) = L4

qmQBCR2(A|A !B) = L2

B. Example 2
Let’s consider a more complex example related with military

decision support. We assume that the frame ! = {A,B,C, D}
corresponds to the set of four regions under surveillance be-
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4 Regions of interest

Scenario: Military headquarter bombs region D although 
qm(D) < qm(C), i.e unconventional decision.

Question: How to compute qm(.|not in D) ?
Two cases are examined:

with Shafer’s model or with some specific hybrid models) not
equivalent to the truth is in A ! B ! C but with the truth is
in D̄. That’s why the following two cases need to be analyzed:

• Case 1: D̄ "= A !B ! C.
If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
it is clear that D̄ "= A !B ! C.
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The Super-Power Set Decomposition (SPSD) is the fol-
lowing:

– if the truth is in A, then D1 is formed by all non-
empty parts of A;

– D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of Ā;
– D3 is formed by what’s left, i.e. D3 = (S! \

{#})\ (D1!D2); thus D3 is formed by all elements
from S! which have the form of unions of some
element(s) from D1 and some element(s) from D2,
or by all elements from S! that overlap A and Ā.

In our particular example: D1 is formed by all non-empty
parts of D̄; D2 is formed by all non-empty parts of D;
D3 = {A,B, C, A !D,B !D,A !B, . . .}.

a) Using QBCR1: one gets:

qmQBCR1(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L4

b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4

= L1 + L[ 42 ] = L3

qmQBCR2(C $ D̄|D̄) = L1 +
1
2
L4 = L3

Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
A ! B ! C; D2 = {D}; D3 = {A ! D,B ! D,C !
D,A ! B ! D,A ! C ! D,B ! C ! D,A ! B ! C !
D, (A $B) !D, (A $B $ C) !D, ...}.
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Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
! = {A,B, C, D} and L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} but
with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):

qm(A) = L1, qm(C) = L3, qm(D) = L2

3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
regions are well separate/distinct.

with Shafer’s model or with some specific hybrid models) not
equivalent to the truth is in A ! B ! C but with the truth is
in D̄. That’s why the following two cases need to be analyzed:

• Case 1: D̄ "= A !B ! C.
If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
it is clear that D̄ "= A !B ! C.
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Note that with both conditioning rules, one gets quasi-
normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
actually the less specific information, while QBRC2
commits equal beliefs to the restricted zones A $ D̄ and
C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
zone to bomb is concerned (and if zones A $ D̄ and

C $ D̄ have the same surface), then a random decision
has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
some other military constraints need to be taking into
account in the decision process in such situation if the
random decision choice is not preferred.

• Case 2: D̄ = A!B!C. This case occurs only when D$
(A!B!C) = # as for example to the following model3.
In this second case, ”the truth is not in D” is equivalent
to ”the truth is in A ! B ! C”. The decomposition is
the following: D1 is formed by all non-empty parts of
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Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
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with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):
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that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
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Example # 3 (cont’d)
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If we consider the model represented in Figure ??, then
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normalized qualitative belief masses. The results indicate
that zones A and C have the same level of qualitative
belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
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b) Using QBCR2: one gets

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR2(C|D̄) = L3

Same concluding remarks as for case 1 can be drawn for
the case 2. Note that in this case, there is uncertainty in the
decision to bomb zone A or zone C because they have the
same supporting belief. The only difference with respect to
case 1, it that the zone to be bomb (whatever the one chosen
- A or C) will remain larger than in case 1 because D has no
intersection with A, B and C for this model.

C. Example 3
Let’s modify the previous example for examining what

happens when using an unconventional bombing strategy.
Here we still consider four zones under surveillance, i.e.
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with the following prior quasi-normalized qualitative basic
belief mass qm(.):
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3This condition is obviously also satisfied for Shafer’s model, i.e. when all
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belief after the conditioning which is normal. QBRC1
however, which is more prudent, just commits the higher
belief to the whole zone A ! B ! C which represents
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C $ D̄ only. As far as only the minimal surface of the
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has to be taken between both possibilities. Of course
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= destroyed
zone 2

0.1 Example 3

In this case, using both QBCR1 and QBCR2, the
mass qm(A) = L1 is transferred to A ! D̄; the
mass qm(C) = L3 is transferred to C ! D̄; and
the mass qm2(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄.

Using QBCR2, qm(A) = L1 is transferred to el-
ement A ! D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is transferred to
C ! D̄. Since no qualitative focal element exists
in D̄, then qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄, and
we get the same result as for QBCR1.

• Case 1: D̄ "= A #B # C.

a) Using QBCR1: qm(A) = L1 is trans-
ferred to A ! D̄, since A ! D̄ is the
largest element from D̄ which is included
in A, so we get qmQBCR1(A ! D̄|D̄) =
L1; and similarly qm(C) = L3 is trans-
ferred to C ! D̄, since C ! D̄ is the
largest element from D̄ which is included
in C, so we get qmQBCR1(C ! D̄|D̄) =
L3; Also, qm2(D) = L2 is transferred
to D̄ since no element from D̄ is in-
cluded in D, therefore qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) =
L2. Analogously, this qualitative con-
ditioned mass qmQBCR1(.) is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L3 + L2 = L6 = Lmax. In
summary, with QBCR1 one gets in this
case:

qmQBCR1(A ! D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(A ! D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C ! D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(C ! D̄|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(D̄|D̄) = L2

a) Using QBCR2: qm(A) = L1 is trans-
ferred to A ! D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is
transferred to C ! D̄. Since no quali-
tative focal element exists in D̄, then
qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄, and
we get the same result as for QBCR1.

• Case 2: D̄ = A #B # C.

a) Using QBCR1: the qualitative masses
of A, B, C do not change since they are
included in A #B #C where the truth
is. The qualitative mass of D becomes
zero (i.e. it takes the linguistic value
L0) since D is outside the truth, and
qm(D) = L2 is transferred to A#B#C.
Hence:

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(A #B # C|D̄) = L2

This resulting qualitative conditional mass
is also quasi-normalized.

b) QBCR2, the qualitative mass of D be-
comes (linguistically) zero since D is
outside the truth, but now qm(D) =
L2 is equally split to A and C since
they are the only qualitative focal ele-
ments from D1 which means all parts
of A#B #C, therefore each of them A

and C receive (1/2)L2 = L1. Hence:

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L1 + (1/2)L2

= L1 + L2/2 = L1 + L1 = L2

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3 + (1/2)L2

= L3 + L2/2 = L3 + L1 = L4

Again, the resulting qualitative condi-
tional mass is quasi-normalized.

As concluding remark, we see that even if a
unconventional bombing strategy is chosen
first, the results obtained by QBCR rules 1
or 2 are legitimate and coherent with intu-
ition since they commit the higher belief in
either C ! D̄ (case 1) or C (case 2) which
is normal because the prior belief mass in C

was the higher one before bombing D.
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from D̄ is included in D, therefore qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = L2. Analogously, this qualitative
conditioned mass qmQBCR1(.) is quasi-normalized since L1 + L3 + L2 = L6 = Lmax. In
summary, with QBCR1 one gets in this case:

qmQBCR1(A ! D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(A ! D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C ! D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(C ! D̄|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(D̄|D̄) = L2

a) Using QBCR2: qm(A) = L1 is transferred to A ! D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is transferred to
C ! D̄. Since no qualitative focal element exists in D̄, then qm(D) = L2 is transferred to
D̄, and we get the same result as for QBCR1.

• Case 2: D̄ = A "B " C.

a) Using QBCR1: the qualitative masses of A, B, C do not change since they are included
in A " B " C where the truth is. The qualitative mass of D becomes zero (i.e. it takes
the linguistic value L0) since D is outside the truth, and qm(D) = L2 is transferred to
A "B " C. Hence:

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(A "B " C|D̄) = L2

This resulting qualitative conditional mass is also quasi-normalized.

b) QBCR2, the qualitative mass of D becomes (linguistically) zero since D is outside the truth,
but now qm(D) = L2 is equally split to A and C since they are the only qualitative focal
elements from D1 which means all parts of A " B " C, therefore each of them A and C

receive (1/2)L2 = L1. Hence:

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L1 + (1/2)L2

= L1 + L2/2 = L1 + L1 = L2

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3 + (1/2)L2

= L3 + L2/2 = L3 + L1 = L4

Again, the resulting qualitative conditional mass is quasi-normalized.

As concluding remark, we see that even if a unconventional bombing strategy is chosen first,
the results obtained by QBCR rules 1 or 2 are legitimate and coherent with intuition since they
commit the higher belief in either C! D̄ (case 1) or C (case 2) which is normal because the prior
belief mass in C was the higher one before bombing D.
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In this case, using both QBCR1 and QBCR2, the
mass qm(A) = L1 is transferred to A ! D̄; the
mass qm(C) = L3 is transferred to C ! D̄; and
the mass qm2(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄.

Using QBCR2, qm(A) = L1 is transferred to el-
ement A ! D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is transferred to
C ! D̄. Since no qualitative focal element exists
in D̄, then qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄, and
we get the same result as for QBCR1.

• Case 1: D̄ "= A #B # C.

a) Using QBCR1: qm(A) = L1 is trans-
ferred to A ! D̄, since A ! D̄ is the
largest element from D̄ which is included
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L3; Also, qm2(D) = L2 is transferred
to D̄ since no element from D̄ is in-
cluded in D, therefore qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) =
L2. Analogously, this qualitative con-
ditioned mass qmQBCR1(.) is quasi-normalized
since L1 + L3 + L2 = L6 = Lmax. In
summary, with QBCR1 one gets in this
case:

qmQBCR1(A ! D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(A ! D̄|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C ! D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(C ! D̄|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(D̄|D̄) = qmQBCR2(D̄|D̄) = L2

a) Using QBCR2: qm(A) = L1 is trans-
ferred to A ! D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is
transferred to C ! D̄. Since no quali-
tative focal element exists in D̄, then
qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄, and
we get the same result as for QBCR1.

• Case 2: D̄ = A #B # C.

a) Using QBCR1: the qualitative masses
of A, B, C do not change since they are
included in A #B #C where the truth
is. The qualitative mass of D becomes
zero (i.e. it takes the linguistic value
L0) since D is outside the truth, and
qm(D) = L2 is transferred to A#B#C.
Hence:

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(A #B # C|D̄) = L2

This resulting qualitative conditional mass
is also quasi-normalized.

b) QBCR2, the qualitative mass of D be-
comes (linguistically) zero since D is
outside the truth, but now qm(D) =
L2 is equally split to A and C since
they are the only qualitative focal ele-
ments from D1 which means all parts
of A#B #C, therefore each of them A

and C receive (1/2)L2 = L1. Hence:

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L1 + (1/2)L2

= L1 + L2/2 = L1 + L1 = L2

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3 + (1/2)L2

= L3 + L2/2 = L3 + L1 = L4

Again, the resulting qualitative condi-
tional mass is quasi-normalized.

As concluding remark, we see that even if a
unconventional bombing strategy is chosen
first, the results obtained by QBCR rules 1
or 2 are legitimate and coherent with intu-
ition since they commit the higher belief in
either C ! D̄ (case 1) or C (case 2) which
is normal because the prior belief mass in C

was the higher one before bombing D.
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belief mass in C was the higher one before bombing D.
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Using QBCR1, the masses of A, B, C do not change
since they are included in D̄ = A !B ! C.
qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄.

In this case, using both QBCR1 and QBCR2, the mass qm(A) = L1 is transferred to A" D̄; the mass
qm(C) = L3 is transferred to C " D̄; and the mass qm2(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄.

Using QBCR2, qm(A) = L1 is transferred to element A" D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is transferred to C " D̄.
Since no qualitative focal element exists in D̄, then qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄, and we get the
same result as for QBCR1.
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b) QBCR2, the qualitative mass of D becomes (linguistically) zero since D is outside the truth,
but now qm(D) = L2 is equally split to A and C since they are the only qualitative focal
elements from D1 which means all parts of A ! B ! C, therefore each of them A and C
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qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L1 + (1/2)L2 = L1 + L2/2 = L2

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3 + (1/2)L2 = L3 + L2/2 = L4

Again, the resulting qualitative conditional mass is quasi-normalized.

As concluding remark, we see that even if a unconventional bombing strategy is chosen first,
the results obtained by QBCR rules 1 or 2 are legitimate and coherent with intuition since they
commit the higher belief in either C" D̄ (case 1) or C (case 2) which is normal because the prior
belief mass in C was the higher one before bombing D.
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since they are included in D̄ = A !B ! C.
qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄.

Using QBCR2, qm(D) = L2 is equally split to A and C

since they are the only qualitative focal elements from D1

which means all parts of A !B ! C.
Therefore each of them A and C receive (1/2)L2 = L1.

In this case, using both QBCR1 and QBCR2, the mass qm(A) = L1 is transferred to A" D̄; the mass
qm(C) = L3 is transferred to C " D̄; and the mass qm2(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄.

Using QBCR2, qm(A) = L1 is transferred to element A" D̄, and qm(C) = L3 is transferred to C " D̄.
Since no qualitative focal element exists in D̄, then qm(D) = L2 is transferred to D̄, and we get the
same result as for QBCR1.

• Case 1: D̄ #= A !B ! C.

• Case 2: D̄ = A !B ! C.

a) Using QBCR1, the masses of A, B, C do not change since they are included in D̄ = A!B!C.
qm(D|D̄) takes value L0 and qm(D) = L2 is transferred to A !B ! C.

Hence:

qmQBCR1(A|D̄) = L1

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3

qmQBCR1(A !B ! C|D̄) = L2

This resulting qualitative conditional mass is also quasi-normalized.

b) QBCR2, the qualitative mass of D becomes (linguistically) zero since D is outside the truth,
but now qm(D) = L2 is equally split to A and C since they are the only qualitative focal
elements from D1 which means all parts of A ! B ! C, therefore each of them A and C

receive (1/2)L2 = L1. Hence:

qmQBCR2(A|D̄) = L1 + (1/2)L2 = L1 + L2/2 = L2

qmQBCR1(C|D̄) = L3 + (1/2)L2 = L3 + L2/2 = L4

Again, the resulting qualitative conditional mass is quasi-normalized.

As concluding remark, we see that even if a unconventional bombing strategy is chosen first,
the results obtained by QBCR rules 1 or 2 are legitimate and coherent with intuition since they
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Conclusions

Two Qualitative Belief Conditioning Rules (QBCRs) have been proposed 
to revise any qualitative belief masses qm(.) from a conditioning event and 
hyper-power set decomposition.

Simple examples have been presented to show how they work. 

QBCR1 is more prudent than QBCR2 because the revision of the belief is 
done in a less specific transfer than for QBCR2.  

We suggest to use QBCR1 when we are less confident in the source. 
When we are more confident in the source, QBCR2 is preferred.

Of course, the qualitative conditioning process is less precise than its 
quantitative counterparts (BCR) because it is based on a rough 
approximation, as it normally happens when working with linguistic labels. 
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